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The need for better
partnering
� With better public services at the 
heart of Government agendas, the 
need for private sector involvement 
in their delivery and management 
has intensified. The pioneering role of the
Private Finance Initiative (PFI) brought the
private sector into asset financing,
procurement and management, while PPPs
have brought the private sector into areas of
public sector business where more service
provision and greater flexibility is required.
Arrangements such as the NHS LIFT schemes
group smaller public sector clients together so
as to derive, jointly with the contractor, the
benefits of repeat projects. Local authorities
now aim to involve strategic private sector
partners in all aspects of improvement to
services.

� In general, PFI and PPP projects have
tended to remain in non-core areas of
public sector business where 
arm’s-length contracts can be set up.
However, greater efficiency and effectiveness
are needed not only at the periphery but at the
heart of public services. Here, the distinction
between activities that may or may not be
transferred out of public sector delivery is more
complex, and does not lend itself to rigidly-
defined service agreements.

� It is becoming clear that arm’s-length
contracts alone cannot be relied upon
to deliver better public services.
Reviews of signed PFI and PPP deals have
shown repeatedly that their success depends
crucially on the ability of the partners to work
together with shared objectives and
information. In the wake of recent guidance,
public-private parties are now devoting
attention to wider aims than merely fulfilling a
contractual obligation. Their focus is shifting
onto the partnering aspects of deals.

� There is no single agreed definition 
of ‘partnering’ – but partnering
arrangements do tend to share a
number of specific characteristics.
Joint working is a key feature of partnering, 
with the parties aiming to align themselves
behind the delivery of an agreed set of project,
rather than individual, targets. There is a shared
responsibility not only to deliver a predefined,
constant level of service, but also to incorporate
scope for improvement, innovation and change.
This is underpinned by provisions for openness
and sharing of information.

� Partnering is not a new concept.
In contracts between private sector entities,
partnering and collaborative working are widely
used and well developed. These approaches
have delivered real benefits in project cost,
timing and performance. 
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� To date these techniques have not
filtered across to PPPs to a substantive
extent. Despite a growing body of guidance on
the importance of partnering, a number of PPPs
have continued to use the standard PFI contract
as a basis, sometimes in combination with a
“good behaviour” partnering protocol. As a
result, the supply chain is kept at arm’s length
and management involvement often limited to
formal board meetings. 

� Partnering in PPPs has tended to be
used in cases where the parties are
unable to scope the project fully at the
outset. Sometimes this lack of clarity arises
from a genuine need for flexibility, but it may
also result from having insufficient time to
develop requirements fully. Partnering should
not be used because of lack of resources;
indeed, it can take more resources to manage
an arrangement where client and contractor
are working together. Instead, it should be
used because joint working delivers benefits.

� Partnering in PPPs has focused
primarily on the behaviours of the
parties in addressing uncertainty, rather
than the scope for joint working to
deliver better value projects and
services. Whilst continuous improvement and
innovation may be covered by contract terms,
there is little practical understanding of how
the parties can work together to deliver this
type of benefit.

� We believe that the limited application
of partnering is restricting the benefits
realised by PPPs and the ability of the
two sectors to work together more
closely on an even greater range of
activities. There is a pressing need to
develop partnering practice further. However,
this in turn raises many issues for PPPs: for
example, how to ensure value for money and
accountability, how to contract for a project
where the specification is to be developed
through the project life, and how to deal with
questions about people and cultural
compatibility. This is why we have drawn
together experience from across the public
and private sectors to create a paper that
brings together expertise developed in:

• PFI and PPP advice
• merging and reorganising private sector

businesses
• private sector partnering contracts and 

the techniques that make them work
• public-private alliancing transactions

overseas.

We have combined our experience and
insights in each of these areas to develop a
new and more effective approach to public-
private partnering. By enabling public sector
parties to use more effective techniques for
establishing cost transparency, joint risk
management and team working within PPPs,
we believe our approach will enable them to
move with greater confidence towards
undertaking less specifiable and more flexible
projects with private sector partners.
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Conclusion
• Partnering is an established and growing

feature of the PPP landscape. It must now
evolve further in order to play a pivotal role in
transforming the public sector’s efficiency and
effectiveness in the delivery of services to
taxpayers. To date its achievements have been
held back by a lack of practical understanding
of how to partner more effectively. 

• PPPs need better access to the techniques
developed in private sector corporate
transactions, partnering, collaborative working
and alliancing. But better partnering will not
be delivered simply by adapting private sector
contract forms, or even selected terms and
conditions, as templates. Equally critical are
the contracting and management techniques
that underpin successful delivery, and the
matching of the contracting approach to the
needs and constraints of the project.
Harnessing these will require relevant practical
expertise both in project teams and their

advisors. A further requirement is a cultural
change, acknowledging that sharing savings
and gains is acceptable if these could not
have been realised without the joint efforts of
the partners.

• Clearly, these collaborative and alliancing
techniques and approaches will not all be
relevant in every case, and should not be
imported wholesale across all PPPs.
Traditional PFI contracting will continue to
be the best approach for many PPP
transactions, either exclusively or alongside
partnered aspects of a contract. But we
believe that applying partnering selectively
and judiciously will help projects to realise,
and even exceed, their objectives – and
ultimately enable them to deliver the type of
groundbreaking results already being
achieved by partnering deals in the private
sector. 

� In addition to the behavioural changes which currently tend to be the main
focus of partnering practice, PPP teams and advisers should consider the
economic benefits they can achieve through the use of private sector partnering
techniques. Crucially, the partnering approach should be an active choice for
project delivery, rather than one driven purely by a desire for good behaviour in
an uncertain environment.

� PPPs should draw on the full range of structures and contractual precedents
available for partnering. Standard PFI structures may not be appropriate.

� PPPs should change the way in which partners are selected. The choice of a
“good” partner involves more face-to-face involvement with bidders in order to
assess their cultural and personal fit.

� Asset-intensive PPPs should not assume that project financing is the only
funding method capable of delivering a value for money solution. Different forms
of funding may be appropriate, and their impact on the structure and cost of the
partnering should be understood from the start.

� The public sector needs to change its view of partnering, particularly with
regards to incentive payments. These should provide a fair reward for the
contractor’s efforts and should not be regarded as money that belongs by rights
to the public sector. To drive better performance there must be real and
proportionate incentives for contractors. 

� PPPs need more robust ways of ensuring continuing value for money. 
These are already being used in private sector partnered and allianced deals, 
and PPPs need to be able to emulate them.

� Management of the partnering should be addressed explicitly from the outset
and cannot be achieved through mutual board membership alone. PPPs need 
to draw more deeply on both the public and private sectors’ practical experience
of bringing together and managing teams of people.

Recommendations: a new approach
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Since the 1980s the role of the private
sector in the provision of public services
and infrastructure has continued to
grow and develop.

One of the ideas originally driving the private
sector’s advance into public provision was
the assumption that the private sector does
things better: it is more efficient, responsive
to change and outcome-focused. Based on
this concept, the overall thrust of PFI and
PPP has been to create arm’s-length
contractual arrangements with private sector
providers, leaving them to do what they do
best without interference from the public
sector client. This meant that private sector
provision tended to be on the periphery of
the public sector, in areas that could be
segregated off into a separate contract. 

The concept of “hiving off non-core activities”
was behind much of the early contractorisations
and privatisations and has shaped the structure
of most PFI projects and the resulting standard
contract form1 and funding terms. These are
based on a tightly defined scope and price of
work and very clear and detailed risk allocation.
These reflect the requirements of the funders of
PFI transactions, namely the project finance
banks, which have provided the bulk of PFI
finance through project debt. 

As they have developed, the scope of 
public-private transactions has changed in a
number of ways. In so doing, transactions
have often drawn on terms and conditions
from pre-existing contract forms to widen the
scope of the two sectors’ involvement. 

Thus early contracting-out experience
informed the service provisions of PFI. 
It also contributed to the growth of process
outsourcing as the supply of equipment
(particularly IT-related) evolved to include the
business processes served by that equipment.
Privatised industry regulation has provided the
basis for gainshare and pricing provisions in
PPPs. Some of the linkages between types of
contract are shown in Figure 1 which
illustrates some of the cross-fertilisation of
public-private contracting techniques. These
have ultimately led to a spectrum of public-
private arrangements, as shown in Figure 2.

All of these types of contracts involve an
element of partnering, in that contractual
arrangements work better where the
counterparties align themselves with the
project objectives, and work jointly to deliver
these. In this way, partnering concepts have
been used to try to make contracts operate
more smoothly and effectively. But for projects
lacking the well-defined separation of
responsibilities of PFI project structures, 
such as development partnerships, complex
outsourcing, Strategic Service Partnerships
(SSPs) and flexible PFIs, partnering is
fundamental to the deal.

An increasing range of projects, such as the
many Local Authority SSPs, the structures
developed by Partnerships UK for Primary
Care facilities (the LIFT projects) and batched
schools and health schemes, fall within these
categories and are pushing outward the
boundaries of public-private relationships. 

Introduction

1 HM Treasury Standardisation of 
PFI Contracts Version 3 (2004)
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This increasing need to harness the benefits of
partnering has led, in turn, to the provision of
guidance aimed at assisting the public sector, in
particular, to try to change its approach to
working with contractors2. Although the
guidance goes a long way to helping identify the
issues and behaviours needed, it is not always
easy to translate these into practical change at
the project level. The guidance, whilst helpful in
covering the range of issues, often poses the
users a series of questions to answer. Answering
these is an essential step, but getting to the
point where a satisfactory answer can be given
is a task for the project teams and their advisers.
OGC, for example, lists some key questions in
its Best Practice guidance “Forming partnering
relationships with the private sector in an
uncertain world” and “Managing partnering
relationships”, including the following:

• Have we selected the right partner?

• How will we demonstrate VFM for new
requirements over the life of the contract?

• Have we established good communications
channels? Are joint plans in place to help build
the relationship?

• Are the potential partners financially viable
and do they have clearly defined business
strategies?

• Are the indicators targeting real improvement?

• Is the Department’s organisation delivering the
commitment and competencies to ensure that
the partnering relationship is a success?

These are vital areas to address in a partnering
contract, but project teams find them difficult.
For example, it is not easy to know how to get a
partner to work co-operatively with the Authority.
Teams do not always know how to create a
successful relationship that is “open”, “trusting”,
“collaborative” and “no-blame”. Nor is it always
easy to get comfortable with the robustness of
open book accounting, benchmarking, or market
testing and the problem of how to ensure that a
partnership delivers value for money. 

The contract terms implicit in a partnering are
also more complex. A “partnering approach”
does not lend itself to legal drafting. For this
reason the partnering provisions are often
contained in a non-binding supplementary
agreement covering aspects of the relationship
and working practice. However this partnering
charter or protocol can sit awkwardly, or even
conflict, with the contract terms, creating
uncertainty in their legal interpretation. 

The questions posed by partnering are not, 
we believe, always fully answered by project
teams and their advisers. But should they be?
Does partnering really offer a new way of
contracting or is it simply useful sentiment that
may help a contract to function better?

2 See Appendix B for a selection of
publications providing partnering
guidance.

Figure 1: PPP development
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Figure 2: The PPP spectrum
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What are the benefits of
partnering?
The advantages of closer involvement
between the contracting parties and the
greater alignment of objectives that partnering
can facilitate include the following:

• In the type of long term contracts that have
developed under the PFI, partnering
techniques and relationships are an essential
ingredient in project success. This was
recognised in the NAO’s report of 2001,
“Managing the relationship to secure a
successful partnership in PFI projects”. 
Even though a PFI contract may stipulate
precisely the risk sharing and payment
mechanisms, change is almost certain to
arise in a project of 20 or more years’
duration and the parties need to be able to
respond, regardless of how much flexibility
was contracted for. And if one party cannot
bear its allocated risks during such a period,
then neither can the others escape some of
the consequences. The client and its
contractors need to be able to work together
to solve issues, whether the contract
provides for this or not.

• Partnering between the sectors opens up
the possibility of public-private co-operation
where the precise scope and cost of the
project(s) in question is not known. 
By working together, the public and private
sector partners can develop such projects
jointly, pooling their skills, and sharing
experience and knowledge. This has been
the approach used on “bundled” projects
where an Authority or group of Authorities
wish to undertake a series of similar projects
over an uncertain future period, without
starting each from scratch. 

• Partnering allows the public sector to
combine its skills and resources with those
of the private sector. With a partnering
relationship it is not necessary to pass areas
of public sector business wholly to a
contractor. The private sector can be
brought instead into activities where it has
relative strengths, without displacing key
public sector expertise. This in turn reduces
the concern about private sector
involvement closer to the core of public
sector activity. In effect, partnering
techniques blur the core/non-core
boundaries, enabling greater co-operation
between the sectors than ever before.

• The Gershon review highlights the need for
greater collaboration between Government
Departments and for investment in cost
saving systems and back-office
rationalisation. This is unlikely to be
achieved without private sector skill and

experience being brought to bear in these
areas of the public sector.

• Within the private sector, partnering and
alliancing, as a distinct approach to
contracting, has delivered significant
benefits in terms of project cost, time and
quality. By working collaboratively,
contractors and clients have been able to
achieve better scoping of requirements,
better risk management, more efficient
delivery, better-than-expected performance
and significant cost savings.

Partnering, then, is not simply a way of doing
existing business more pleasantly. It offers new
potential for greater, and better, transactions
between the public and private sectors.

So, on the assumption that the public and
private sectors can benefit from more
partnering arrangements executed more
successfully, this paper sets out our thoughts
on how to make partnering work better. 
We believe it offers project teams a new
approach from us as advisers, which will in
turn enable them to address the questions 
and issues more comprehensively.

A new approach
We believe that there is a real need to define
and communicate better the techniques of
partnering and collaborative working for PPPs.
Whilst there is now guidance on partnering,
and sectors such as Local Authorities have
developed their own approaches, more can be
done by project teams and their advisers to
address the issues raised by partnering and
the questions of how such arrangements can
be made to work in practice.

At PricewaterhouseCoopers we have for many
years been assisting our clients in the private
sector to bring businesses together and
negotiate contracts that enable complementary
skills and resources to meet new demands.
The private sector in fact reorganises itself
continually as business needs and markets
change. Mergers, acquisitions, disposals,
rationalisation, cross shareholdings, joint
ventures and partnerships are a part of
corporate life for all our private sector clients.
We have also assisted our private sector clients
to develop the management and financial
techniques needed to provide a robust basis
for operating flexible contractual arrangements.
And we have experience of advising public
sector clients on their alliancing arrangements
where value for money has to be maintained
notwithstanding the establishment of target
costs after contract signature.
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We believe that PPPs must now have access
to this deeper pool of experience and practical
techniques if they are to develop partnering to
its full potential. PPPs can only move forward
in a way that is accountable and delivers value
for money if they can utilise this range of
contracting and management practice.

That is why we have assembled the skills and
experience needed to deliver a practical
approach to PPPs. We have drawn on a wide
range of our people’s experience to develop an
advisory service for clients hoping to draw more
deeply on partnering in their PPP procurements.
This has entailed a pooling of expertise from the

fields of privatisation, PFI, capital project advisory,
corporate structuring, risk management, mergers
and acquisitions and alliance audit. This approach
aims to bridge the gap between best practice
developed in the private sector, on the one hand,
and traditional PPP approaches, on the other. 

This paper is intended to demonstrate the
benefits of this approach, by addressing some
of the practical issues in making a partnering
contract work. It is not intended to provide full
guidance on good practice, but to show that we
understand how and where a new approach is
needed and have the resources to help clients
achieve better partnering deals.

This paper is set out as follows

Planning and structuring
Sections 1 and 2 of the paper deal with the key strategic issues for public sector
planning and structuring of a partnering arrangement with the private sector.

Selecting partners
The partnering competition differs from traditional procurement because the aim is to
find the “right” partner with whom to share the client’s business in the future. “Soft”
issues become more important, but steps must also be taken, wherever possible, to use
the competitive process to drive VFM. Sections 3 and 4 look at these issues.

Delivering the benefits
For partnering to deliver real benefits the issues of financing, contracts, risk allocation,
VFM and joint management have to be tackled effectively. Sections 5 to 9 of the paper
describe the issues and our experience of delivering solutions to them.

Recommendations and Conclusions
Finally, we summarise our practical recommendations for moving partnering forward in
the arena of public-private partnerships.

Authors

We hope you find this paper useful and welcome comments.

Paul Brewer Libby Johnson

With Martin Callaghan, Graham Dredge, Daniel Earle, Caroline Johnstone, 
Roger McComiskie, Anthony Morgan.

PricewaterhouseCoopers
October 2004
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What are the defining
features of a partnering?
Partnering has no single agreed
definition, but there is general consensus
that it exists in agreements where: 

• There is a requirement for the deliverables to
encompass not merely a predefined, constant
level of service, but to incorporate scope for
improvement, innovation and change. 

• To promote this way of working there is
agreement as to the client’s objectives, 
and mechanisms to align these with the
contractor’s commercial objectives.

• There is trust and openness in the
relationship between the parties and they
work together, pooling resources and
complementary skills.

• There are also structures and processes to
ensure a degree of joint management of the
project, as though the contractor and client
were in business together.

• There is a degree of risk-sharing between
the parties. 

• The partnering relationship is managed
proactively, with key individuals retained to
foster it.

The decision to partner
This critical question needs to be addressed
carefully by the client at an early stage of the
project3 and as a key part of the business case
preparation. Advice will be needed from within
and outside the procuring body. A number of
public sector organisations provide guidance
on partnering. These include the Treasury, the
Office of Government Commerce and the
Strategic Partnering Taskforce of the ODPM,
which have prepared a body of guidance4.

The decision to include a partnering protocol
with the contract documentation is not in itself
difficult: clearly the processes for organising
management should be addressed in any deal,
be it a traditional PFI, a set of “bundled”
schemes or a strategic relationship. 

What is less straightforward is to identify how,
and where, the partnering agreement is critical
to success, ie, 

• where the partnering will need to be effective
enough to deliver project objectives 

• how it should be made effective 

• whether, in fact, it is feasible to expect
partnering to work in this way.

Planning and structuring

Section 1

What is partnering and 
when should it be used?

3 A partnering may, of course,
encompass a long-term relationship
where both service delivery and
multiple individual projects are
involved, but for simplicity, the term
“project” is used throughout this paper.

4 For a selection of published
partnering guidance, see Appendix B.
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The considerations listed below may help to
address these key questions.

What is the client’s requirement 
in terms of business outcomes? 

Clients considering partnering need to start
with a clear view of the required business
outcomes. For partnering this is particularly
important because the project objectives
provide the framework within which the parties
work together. 

Once business outcomes are understood, the
likely solution in terms of assets and services
is a determinant of the contracting approach.
The PFI solution for asset intensive projects
involves less scope for partnering because of
the need for project debt to deliver finance at
an acceptable cost. This, in turn, necessitates
a predictable cashflow to service the
borrowing. However if the assets are delivered
over a number of years or across a number of
different projects, then it is unlikely that
cashflows and funding will be determinable at
the outset. Partnering can be used to develop
the project outputs and financial terms in the
course of the project period. If it is not certain
that the assets will continue to be needed and
the client wants flexibility to dispose of them,
then, again, a partnering that jointly assesses
the way of recycling assets and adapting to
changing needs may be more appropriate. 

But if any aspect of uncertainty about the need
for, or costs of, the project arises simply
because the client has not had time to
establish these, then this should be addressed
by extending the programme so that objectives
and scope can be worked out to deliver an
effective procurement.

What is the service delivery
environment? 

The client needs to establish the respective
need for public and private sector provision,
addressing questions such as: 

• how much of the service could be carried
out reliably by the private sector? 

• what are the public sector’s specific skills
and competencies and where will the public
sector add value? 

• what activities does policy require to be
publicly provided, as opposed to publicly
procured and managed?

While there may be many clear boundaries
between public and private sector provision, 
if there are any activities or processes that
would benefit from being shared, then
partnering may deliver a better solution than
contracting out or PFI. This may be the case in
areas that appear to be too close to the “core”
of public sector provision and where close
involvement of the public sector is needed
alongside any private sector input. 
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How can each party add value to
the service?

The private sector must have capability to
deliver elements of the service better than the
public sector could. Many public sector activities
and assets are common to private sector
businesses, for example, the operation of
customer account and information systems or
logistics services. These can be simply
contracted to the private sector, but greater
benefits may be delivered by involving the
service provider in delivery of strategic decisions
and/or operational improvements. This is better
achieved through a partnering structure.

It is always advisable to consult the potential
private sector partners before finalising the
scope of the partnership, particularly where 
the service requirement is novel or unusual.
But clients will normally get the most out of
consultation with the market if they have
worked out their own views and potential
approaches first and use the market soundings
to test these and discuss the issues arising. 

Conversely, it is also worth considering what
assets, skills or intellectual property the client
would bring to the partnership. There may be
things which only the public sector can provide
and exposure to which may benefit the private
sector partner in terms of experience,
information and understanding. If there are real
benefits to be gained from working with, rather
than for, the public sector, then the private
sector partner should be more willing to partner.

What are the main risks and how
may these be allocated?

A clear and complete register of the project
risks, which is continually utilised in risk
management, is an essential tool in developing
and managing any project. The information
about the nature and degree of risks will help
determine the structure of the public-private
involvement. 

Risks that are capable of management within
the private sector combined with some risks
that clearly lie with the public sector, lend
themselves to a PFI -type structure. But the
presence of risk that is best managed jointly, of
risks that are likely to change, or of significant
risk that neither party can control, may point to
a partnering structure where risk generally is
shared, regardless of its origins. This applies
equally to performance risk where, as with a
PFI, there need to be targets and objectives
that can be measured. 

Where the public and private sectors’
responsibilities cannot be segregated, then the
project objectives measure the success of the
partnership as a whole and the parties share
the risk and reward of their joint performance. 

Conclusion
While we have set out above a brief series of
questions for consideration, the decision does
not lend itself solely to a simple question and
answer process. Identifying the scope for
partnering should, of course, be part of a
rigorous option appraisal in line with current
guidance and practice. 
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As part of the process of identifying the
potential for partnering, the outlines of
likely commercial structures will have
been considered.

This next stage in the strategic process is to
draw up the commercial structure, or
structures, in more detail. The precise legal
terms of the transaction will need to be
developed in time for the full competition: this
is discussed further below at Section 6.

The decision to partner is likely to mean that
both pure PFI, and arm’s-length contracting
out, have been excluded. The project will entail
delivering a service that is not fully susceptible
to detailed, fixed specification at the outset,
and the client and contractor will work more
closely together to develop and deliver it.

Drawing up commercial terms is an exercise
that will be familiar to clients and contractors,
even where partnering has not been the
approach used. For this reason, the process is
not described in detail here other than to say
that it is a significant exercise which involves
establishing, inter alia, the following. 

1 Objectives

A set of overriding objectives of the project or
business should be drawn up. It is worthwhile
examining the objectives which are not within
the project scope as well. The objectives will
underlie the KPIs that are subsequently
developed and dictate the nature of the key
contracting parties.

Example:
A partnering project to provide an institution’s
staff accommodation has as its objectives:

• To upgrade all accommodation to new
statutory minimum standards in 5 years

• To provide the quantities of accommodation
set out by the institution in its
accommodation plan, through an optimum
combination of new and refurbished provision

• To release a given acreage of sites for the
institution to develop or sell

• To generate savings in the long term cost of
accommodation provision

• To promote the institution’s attractiveness to
potential joiners through the provision of
accommodation that continues to be attractive 

These objectives will underlie the evaluation of
partners’ proposals and the development of
individual projects.

More strategic objectives are not part of the
project but are part of the partnering’s wider
strategic objectives. These will be the focus of
a strategic board involving both the institution
and the partner. These might include:

• To ensure value for money in delivering any
future changes to accomodation requirements

• To reduce the turnover rates of staff 

• To maximise the potential development value
of the sites released

• To meet the institution’s continuing
sustainability objectives

Section 2

Commercial arrangements
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2  What assets and resources are
required to deliver the objectives, 
ie, what constitutes the business?

It helps to be able to define the boundaries of
the business in question distinguishing
between those activities that are part of its
remit and those which, while they may be
inputs to it, take place outside the boundaries.

Example:
The London Underground PPP draws the
boundary between operations and engineering.
The public sector manages day-to-day
operations, and employs train crews, station
staff, signalling controllers and their
management. The private sector are responsible
for maintaining, renewing and upgrading all the
assets and infrastructure necessary to enable
operations, including track, bridges, earthworks,
stations, trains and depots.

3  Contractual interface

Are there services within the project where
there are clear client : contractor boundaries
and the potential for a contractual specification
to be drawn up and priced at the outset?
These aspects of the service can, and should,
be contracted and priced for.

Example:
In the LIFT projects, the work packages that
can be specified and priced at the beginning of
the partnership are competed, with contractors
required to bid their solutions and costs for
these in the traditional way. In order to prevent
contractors “buying” their partnership by
underpricing the initial deals, they are required
to commit to the rates underlying the initial
packages for future work.

4  Project flexibility

What are the areas of the project where the
requirement and specification is as yet
unknown? How and by whom should these be
developed?

Example:
In the Watergrid PPP, British Waterways, PUK
and a private sector consortium hold stakes in
the PPP company, whose remit is to manage
water supplies through the network but also to
identify commercial projects and invest to
realise these. No commercial projects are
specified in the agreement, however and that is
left for the PPP to identify.

5  Project assets

Who needs to retain the project assets at the
end of the project term?

Example:
The market for some asset types is sufficiently
fluid to allow for their sale by an Authority and
acquisition on a lease basis. This can also
allow greater flexibility in reproviding them.
Leases are used for assets such as IT
equipment and fleets of cars, but have also
been used by MOD on some ship
procurements and in simulator PPP
transactions where the MOD’s continued need
for the assets is uncertain, and the contractor
is willing to take the risk of disposing of them.

6  Project investment

What are the future investment needs of the
project and how can they be financed? Will the
partners be able to raise finance for future
projects? This can include investment of
development time and expense as well as the
cost of assets.

Example: 
The Watergrid PPP (see above) provides for an
element of shareholder finance which must be
made available for (unspecified) capital works
to the network assets and for commercial
investment projects meeting agreed criteria as
to risk and return. In order to replenish this
capital source and enable continued growth
through the 30 year term, there are provisions
to refinance projects with limited recourse
debt. The need to pursue new activities is
acknowledged in the shareholders’ agreement
and key staff roles are maintained in order to
ensure that the PPP addresses this task.

7  Risks

What are the project or business risks and how
can they best be shared between the parties? 

8  Value

What is the value of the various aspects of the
project to a contractor? Is there potential for
an acceptable cost : risk : reward profile for a
partner?
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Identifying the potential
partners
So far we have talked about a simple, bilateral
contractual relationship between a “client” and
a “contractor”. In reality the partnering may
deliver greater benefits if it incorporates more
of the contractor group than purely a lead
contractor or integrator. 

The 1994 Latham Report5 and the 1998 
Egan Report6 highlighted the importance of
partnering between the public sector and
contractors. As a result, the public sector, in its
traditional procurement role, has worked with a
growing array of partnering-based contractual
structures. At the same time, the private sector
has also moved forward in developing more
partnering-based contract structures. 
The benefits of private-private partnering, and
its purest form, alliancing (see Section 6), are
widely publicised7. 

One of the key differences between the
partnering structures used within the private
sector, and those developed in PPPs, is that
the former are based on inclusion of more of
the contracting parties. The underlying idea is
that the partnership should be between all the
key parties who can influence the contract
success. The potential partners are:

• the client – although if the client does not
wish to become involved, this does not
prevent the contractors forming a
partnership among themselves as has
reportedly been done on some of the earlier
PFI contracts

• a lead or prime contractor, which may (as in
PFI) be a SPV, who has responsibility to
integrate all other contractors (both current
and future) to deliver the project 

• the key contractors, which are likely to
include the designer of the project the lead
constructors/providers of assets and the
lead provider of services

• key subcontractors, which could be those
with a key role but in a more limited area 
of the project

• specialist subcontractors, ie, those whose
expertise is essential to the project but who
are not key to its delivery. An example 
would be technical advisers.

A client should determine the type of
partnership it wants, rather than awaiting the
formation of consortia by bidding groups.
Situations in which a partnering involves more
than a bilateral client/lead contractor
arrangement include the following:

• Where there are a number of distinct
activities contributing to project objectives
that would otherwise operate in isolation and
fail to contribute to their full potential. 
An example would be the use of a real
estate developer to guarantee the value of
alienated sites in a building and estate
rationalisation project. If the developer can
contribute at the project strategy and design
stage, it has a greater opportunity to
maximise the estate realisation value which,
in a partnering gainshare, would accrue to 
all the parties.

• There is a complex service, where client
partnering throughout the supply chain will
help the project to achieve its objectives. 
For example, in the design and provision of
serviced aircraft to meet a military capability
requirement, there will be a number of key
contractors for whom a closer relationship
with the client will benefit the project.

• There are synergies, efficiencies and
economies of scale that can be accessed if
the client and key contractors work together.
This is often the situation in private-private
sector partnered construction projects,
where the key contractors work together to
anticipate risks and drive out inefficiencies.

• The key contractors are potential
contributors to the client’s strategic
development. For example, in a schools
project, the construction contractor, the
facilities management contractor, the party
managing revenue generation and, possibly,
the IT systems supplier may all have
contributions to make in strategic
development of the school project. 
A client working in partnership with only 
the construction contractor may fail to reap
all of the potential benefits of the partnering.

There is a significant body of evidence of the
benefits that collaborative working has brought
within the private sector8. However delivering
the benefits of a 
multi-party arrangement involves different
management, performance measurement, risk,
gainshare and payment arrangements from a
traditional PPP. We describe these in the
relevant Sections of this paper, where we draw
on private sector collaborative contracting in
the methods we propose for the PPP “toolkit”. 

Figure 3 sets out the broad options as to
partnering groupings.

5 Constructing the Team: 
Final Report of the Joint
Government and Industry Review
of Procurement and Contractual
Arrangements in the UK
Construction Industry (HMSO 1994)

6 Rethinking Construction
(Construction Task Force 1998) 

7 See, for example, The Seven
Pillars of Partnering (Reading
Construction Forum 1998) or
Modernising Construction 
(National Audit Office 2001)

8 See footnote 7 above.
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A bilateral partnering applies between the
client and the lead integrator or SPV. This is in
effect the approach used in PPPs currently,
although in a PPP the SPV’s shareholders are
usually also the key contractors and may thus
be involved without the need for a multi-party
agreement.

A multi-party partnering incorporates the
client, the lead contractor and the key
subcontractors. Alliancing is, arguably, the
most developed form of partnering. In an
alliance, project “participants” include all of the
key players and the client. In the case of
alliancing there are no separate bilateral
contracts between these parties and they
share in all of the project gains and risk
according to predetermined formulae.
Alliancing is described further in Section 6. 
In multi-party arrangements that are not full
alliances, bilateral contracts will still exist but
there will be some sort of multi-party
agreement which may be more or less binding,
and which deals with working arrangements,
risk and cost sharing.

A supply chain partnering excludes the
client but will involve several of the contracting
parties. Under this arrangement the suppliers
independently form a partnering arrangement
among themselves. In effect the lead
contractor acts as a client to the rest of the
contractors in the partnering. 

This approach excludes the client from any
savings the partnership realises and may mean
that the partnership’s objectives conflict with
those of the client. But partnering through the
supply chain can still be a useful tool for
managing risk and meeting performance
criteria. Such alliancing has arisen on PFI
contracts, where the client has preferred to
remain at arm’s-length from the contractors’
working practices in order not to absorb any
risk. If the client cannot provide the
management required to partner with the
contractors, then this approach may be used
instead.

Conclusion
While a partnering approach implies that there
are aspects of a project that cannot be
specified at the outset, there are still many
features which can and should be defined at
an early stage. And once it is clearer where in
the project partnering has the most potential,
the nature of the partners can be established.
If the client determines that it is to be involved
in the partnering, then it can also select which
other players it requires to partner with it,
rather than simply awaiting bidders’ proposals
on the issue.

Figure 3: Potential partner groupings
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Many PPPs seeking to adopt partnering
do so under a traditional EU negotiated
procedure as used on PFI precedents.

While the proposals in the latest Green Paper
from the EU potentially restrict the scope of
public sector clients to compete for partners,
by requiring bidder selection based on specific
projects, these remain in consultation at the
time of writing and are opposed by a number
of UK commentators and public bodies.

In a traditional PFI the outputs and input
constraints of the project are set out, together
with the draft contract, in an ITN. Bidders are
asked, as far as reasonably possible, to make
input proposals and price the project. 

Competitive pricing of the project helps to
support the case for VFM, as discussed in
Section 8, and should be carried out wherever
feasible. But one of the reasons for entering a
partnering is that the precise scope of the project
is not known at the competition stage. Given that
the bidders are not going to be bidding for a
predetermined project, it is necessary to focus on
what will be the critical factors for project
success, including future VFM. In a partnering,
key determinants of success will include the
following:

• The contractor’s willingness to engage in a
partnering relationship.

• The contractor’s previous experience of
partnering and reputation with clients on
partnering deals.

• The contractor’s understanding of the client’s
business and project objectives.

• The ability of the contractor and the client to
work together at a personal and team level.

• The effectiveness of the management and
governance in supporting the partnership
and the building of the relationship.

• Ability to demonstrate VFM where the
partner effectively has “sole supplier” status.

These are all key issues, although only some of
them can be tested at competition stage.
Clients and their advisers need to think hard
about how to test bidders realistically and to
ensure that these less tangible criteria are not
merely illusory in the bidders under review. 
For example, a set of questions about
commitment to joint working can easily be
answered “correctly”. Actual delivery of a joint
working approach is harder to achieve and,
equally, harder to test for.

The approach is likely to require a competition
which itself is less arm’s-length and more
consultative in nature, with bidders’ teams
spending time discussing key issues with the
client and their approaches and attitudes being
assessed. Such a co-operative process can be
carried out before formal ITN, as it is in some
MOD projects where it is termed “convergence”,
and in Local Authority partnerships where there
is often a pre-ITN scoping exercise with bidders. 

As discussed further in Section 4, “Identifying
the ‘right’ partner”, we have developed
methods for assessing the team and culture
aspects of working with different bidders.
Briefly, management teams are assessed
through a combination of meetings to discuss
the approach to the project and questionnaires

Section 3

Competition structure 
for a partnering
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or tests to establish views of individuals and
features of the company’s culture and style.
Again, the critical part of the assessment is
interaction with the bidders, and the process
does not lend itself to a mere exchange of
documents. 

In an alliancing project, the selection of
shortlisted partners (after they have passed
financial and technical capability criteria) is
often based purely on their approach and
commitment to working with the client in an
alliance. All pricing is deliberately left until after
preferred bidder selection. This approach
should be used with extreme caution in the
public sector, recognising the competition law
environment and the need for accountability
and value for money. Wherever it is used, the
subsequent costing must be based on a
rigorous, joint, and fully open book process, as
described further below in relation to alliancing.

In a PPP, even where the project cannot be
priced in its entirety, the client should consider
whether any and, if so, which, elements can
be priced in competition. This could include
financing costs, rates of return, overhead and
profit percentages as well as the more tangible
components of cost, such as hourly rates and
material prices. The focus should, of course,

be on key cost drivers and differentiators.
Where there is a mix of price and non-price
criteria in the competition, careful thought
needs to be given to the weighting of those
criteria so that undue importance is not
attached to a partial pricing of the proposal.

This approach has been used on some batched
schemes in the NHS, where the units that are first
to be built are priced fully and schedules of rates
given for the successive projects. But a defining
feature of a partnering is the need for flexibility
and therefore the future projects to which such
unit prices would apply are likely to change and
outturn costs cannot be reliably predicted from
the rates. Pricing and payment mechanisms are
discussed more fully in Section 7.

Conclusion
The competition structure for a partnering
needs to focus closely on the determinants of
success, one of which will be achievement of
value for money. But attention must also be
given at the competition stage to non-price
factors to ensure that the right partner is
selected. Section 4 discusses ways to assess
partners’ cultural and personal fit with the
client organisation.

There is an approach that states that 
the critical factor in making a partnering
work is that of integrating the people
and teams involved and, before a
partner is signed up, being able to
identify the team that will best be able 
to integrate with the client. Get that
right, the argument runs, and everything
else will follow.

We agree that the integration and working
relationships of the partnership are a critical
factor. But they are not the sole factor, and a
good working relationship will not compensate
for a lack of clarity about project objectives,
responsibilities, risks and reward. All of these key
issues still need to be enshrined in a set of
contractual arrangements. But it is
acknowledged that bringing a set of contractual

terms to fruition depends upon effective working
practices and relationships within the
partnership. Furthermore, these may be radically
different relationships from those traditionally
existing between the parties.

The importance of teams that can work
effectively together is recognised in most sectors
of business. Within PricewaterhouseCoopers we
have, for some time, advised companies in
mergers and acquisitions about both the
practical and behavioural aspects of bringing
corporate cultures and organisations together so
that they can start to deliver value from their new
structure. The methodologies we use are now
being adapted to apply to PPP deals, both
before preferred bidder selection and after
contract signing. They are summarised in the
paragraphs which follow.

Section 4

Identifying the ‘right’ partner



Management team
assessment at the
bid stage
In private sector mergers and partnerings, 
we assess management teams to gain a better
understanding of management’s suitability, 
as individuals and as a team, to implement the
partnering successfully and deliver the expected
benefits. The assessment is conducted in order
to answer the following questions:

• What does the business strategy require of
management?

• How will the partnership management team
be configured?

• How will this team’s mix of styles help
implement the proposed strategy?

• Are individual roles clear and appropriate?

• How does each of the individual managers
fit their roles?

• How do we address potential risks?

Such an assessment can be conducted by
observing team presentations or meetings,
conducting targeted one-to-one interviews or
utilising independent psychometric testing. 

This process:

• Utilises a framework that clearly understands
the partnership drivers and business needs

• Assesses the team as a whole as well as the
individual managers

• Helps to predict those situations in which the
team will thrive and those where they could
contradict with the objectives of the partnering

• Assesses the suitability of individuals for
particular roles within the team

• Highlights predictive performance as well as
commenting on past performance.

With this assessment, partners can make
informed decisions on management’s
capability to deliver the business strategy and
identify the need for appointments or changes
to roles and responsibilities. The analysis can
also help the partners set objectives for
executives and determine their developmental
needs.

The management evaluation exercise needs to
be undertaken at shortlist stage and to involve
the team on each side that will be responsible
for delivering the project, rather than bid teams. 

Corporate culture
assessment 
Assessment of cultural attributes can be
determined at a number of stages in the bid
process and involve varying degrees of rigour.
For example:

• seeking individual assessments (often,
anecdotal) of cultural fit from members of the
bid assessment team 

• using a defined “checklist” to profile each
bidder’s culture and how well it fits with that
of the public sector client. Such checklists
often cover areas such as organisational
form (centralized vs. decentralized), business
horizon (short term vs. long term), leadership
style (autocratic vs. collaborative) and
approach to staff performance reward.

• undertaking a full cultural diagnostic
identifying the dominant operating styles and
entrenched behaviours within each bidder,
along with fundamental similarities and
differences that drive behaviours in key areas
such as strategic thinking, action orientation,
people management, communication and
interaction. 

Identifying and mapping the differences between
the operating styles, cultural drivers and human
capital policies of the bidders gives the
partnership a clear idea of the size of the gulf
between the partners and helps to set priorities
for defusing the “cultural landmines” that can
impede, or prevent, the venture realising its
objectives. In addition, it subsequently helps the
new management team to set its priorities,
objectives and parameters for initiatives to
modify behaviours going forward and guides the
team on strategic communication requirements
and management incentives. These are
discussed further in Section 9.

Conclusion
Partnering requires teams and individuals that
can work together and the selection of the
right partner should include a preliminary
assessment of whether this is achievable. 
We do not recommend the use of mechanistic
evaluation processes or tools to deliver what
are, ultimately, subjective judgements. 
But the techniques described for facilitating an
analysis of cultures and teams should benefit
PPPs running competitions for partnering
transactions.
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Private sector finance

The financing needs for partnerships 
vary – from large up-front capital
commitments, such as in an infrastructure
PFI, to a rolling requirement for asset
renewal funded out of revenue, as can
often be found in an IT services
partnership or simply front-end working
capital requirements for a fully 
service-based partnership. 

Private sector sources of funding are usually a
feature of PPPs. This reflects the fact that, by
providing the finance, the private sector is able
to optimise the mix of initial and through-life
spending and will also engage in rigorous risk
management procedures. An important step is
to develop the contractual and risk sharing
framework that will allow the private sector to
finance the capital investment underpinning the
service delivery. 

Critical questions that must be asked in
designing this framework include:

• What assets will the partnership be required to
finance in order to meet the service
requirement?

• Will the public sector require the assets to be
returned at expiry of the partnering
arrangements or upon termination of the
partnership?

• Do the assets have an alternative use or user
from which value could be extracted? 

Such questions will begin to determine how far
the partnership must rely upon contractual
arrangements with the public sector in order to
raise finance, and how closely the partnership
might mirror a more conventional private sector
business. If, as will more often be the case, the
partnership will to some degree be relying upon
public sector contractual support, then the types
and level of risk that are transferred to the
partnership must be clearly defined and well
understood. In addition, the scope for the
partnership to manage risk needs to be
understood. Where the contractual
arrangements can be made to help risk
management, this should be factored into the
project structure. For example, if different project
activities have differential risk profiles, then these
can be placed in separate subcontracts and
delivery vehicles to promote their efficient
management and competitive financing.

A variety of funding methods has been used
across the public-private spectrum. For
privatisations, where entire undertakings are
transferred to the private sector, funding has
generally come from the balance sheet of the
new shareholders. Part of their consideration for
the shares may be investment into the privatised
entity. Where the business plans are credible, the
entity may raise debt in its own right, secured on
its own, or its shareholders’ assets. 

In contrast, the most common form of funding to
date for PFI, and similar infrastructure projects,
has been via bank debt loaned to the private
sector project company (as opposed to its
shareholders), and combined with a small
element of risk capital from the sponsors or
other shareholders. The key to raising significant

Section 5

Financial issues for partnering
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proportions (up to 90% being common) of the
finance as debt has been the existence of
comprehensive and clear allocations of risk
between each of the parties and, in particular,
away from the debt and asset-holding vehicle.
These limit the risk to the project cashflows and
make borrowing on the back of them feasible,
with associated financing cost savings. 

As public-private deals move into areas where
greater flexibility is needed and the public and
private sector are jointly involved in projects,
there is less clear definition up-front of each
party’s risk and responsibility. In order for a true
partnership to fulfil its aspirations and
objectives, it is likely to require a significant
degree of operational and financing flexibility.
Without this flexibility, it will be difficult for the
partnership to adapt to changing
circumstances, fund projects if they differ from
those originally conceived and integrate
services as seamlessly as may be desired.

At a simple level, a degree of financing
flexibility can be achieved by keeping banking
lines of credit committed and available for
future use. Keeping committed lines of credit is
only going to be achievable and represent
value for money if there is a high degree of
certainty with regards to the size, timing and
use of the future funding need.

Other departures from standard PFI financing
arrangements must therefore be considered if
the partnership is to achieve the flexibility to
respond to new funding requirements and
operational demands. This may take the form of
capital structures that involve higher levels of
shareholder-provided finance. Another solution is
to require the partner vehicle to retain earnings in
reserve to fund certain types of expenditure.
Finally, the project can simply provide for
subsequent fundraising on the terms provided in
the financial markets at the time. On the London
Underground PPP this approach is used, with
the partnership required to raise finance on
market terms unless it is deemed by an
independent arbitrator that the funding has
become unavailable at acceptable terms. 

Where provision of assets of a similar nature
under a consistent risk allocation framework is a
feature of an overall capital programme,
framework funding structures may be used.
These allow individual projects to access a pool
of funding which is available for the programme
as a whole. Such framework finding structures,
which have been used in the past in housing
and oil and gas, increase certainty and reduce
complexity for fundraising in PPP programmes.
They are acknowledged as such by the Treasury9

and are under consideration for some of the
Government’s major PPP programmes.

It is likely, therefore, that the partnership will be
funded not simply by debt but by a mixture of
debt and other funding sources. This will, in turn,
have an impact on cost, as such funding is
typically more expensive than debt. It also
reduces the availability of funding. Whilst the
project finance debt market is relatively deep in
the UK, the availability of other sources of funds
is more limited. As an alternative, the public
sector may choose to finance part of the
partnering. This is discussed further below.

Public sector equity
One common model for partnership involves the
public sector client co-investing directly with the
private sector contractor in a newly formed
limited company. In order to protect this
investment, there will frequently be public sector
representation on the company’s board of
directors. This representative will nonetheless
have a fiduciary duty to protect the interests of
all shareholders.

Where there is an exact alignment of public and
private sector objectives, for example in a joint
venture to exploit a piece of development land
for maximum value, the interests of all
shareholders will be consistent. However, where
the public sector is the client of a company in
which it also takes a role as shareholder, the
issues will be more complex. As shareholder,
and commonly with the associated right to
appoint Directors, the public sector will have
greater access to information about the PPP’s
performance and will be more closely integrated
into its governance. However the issue of
fiduciary duties become more important.

An example of such a situation would be in the
future pricing of a new investment or service that
the public sector wishes to deliver via the
partnership. In its capacity as client, the public
sector will be seeking to transfer as much risk at
the cheapest price possible to the partnership.
In its capacity as shareholder, its expected
investment return will be maximised by a
completely opposing set of conditions –
minimum risk transfer for maximum price. 

This dual client/shareholder role has the potential
to result in conflicts of interest that, from the
perspective of the private sector, could manifest
itself in public sector behavioural uncertainty.
Such uncertainty may be considered a risk by
private sector equity investors and debt funders
and they may incorporate pricing premiums in
their returns as compensation. It is therefore in
all parties’ interests to take a keen interest in
understanding and structuring the partnering
relationship in such a way that will allow as
much clarity as possible as to how the
partnering vehicle is to be governed. 

9 In PFI: meeting the investment
challenge (HM Treasury 2003)
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Expanding the partnership
As previously discussed, it may be the case that
lending to a partnership will not be a proposition
that is as well defined as that of lending to a PFI
project company. If this is the case, lenders will
wish to consider and assess the current state of
the relevant business, and make projections as
to how the business may grow. In the case of
many partnerships, however, growth will depend
upon the development of future activity with the
relevant public sector entity and that may not be
susceptible to forecasting. Although future
activity may have been well defined and
transparently communicated within an
overarching strategic plan, lenders are unlikely to
take any significant risk on the timely delivery of
such a plan. This risk is ultimately out of their
control, and to some extent, that of the
partnership itself. 

The consequence of this is that lenders will not
be able to rely upon future growth, and will only
be able to fund the partnership on the basis of
the scope and level of continuing activity. 
This may result in initial funding arrangements
that – on the face of it – appear suboptimal.
It may therefore be in the long-term interests of
the partnership for either the public sector or
shareholders to take an element of risk during
the “ramp-up” phase of the partnership and then
for this to be refinanced with the lenders
assuming the (now reduced) risks.

Multiple tranches of
financing
From the perspective of the public sector it will
be important that any funding arranged during
the lifetime of the partnership is invested or lent
on terms and conditions which can be
demonstrated to be in line with the then current
market - this is most transparently achieved by
competing investors, banks and other funding
institutions for each new tranche of finance that
is required. Under such a process it is therefore
possible that there maybe more than one debt
facility provided by more than one lender
financing the activities of the partnership.

This, however, increases the complexity of the
corporate and contractual structure of the
partnership due to the intercreditor
arrangements that need to be established
amongst the different banks that have, at
different times, provided debt finance. Although
this is commonplace in all complex financing
arrangements, it is desirable to minimise these
relationships, not only to keep down the time
and cost associated with establishing them, 
but also to allow the partnership as much
operational flexibility as possible. 

In most circumstances, this is most efficiently
done by structuring and financing assets or
services within ring-fenced companies for each
project element that have the ability to operate
on a standalone basis. The more operational
dependency there is between assets or services
financed by different lenders, the more complex
and restricting the intercreditor arrangements
will be. 

Alternatively, for large-scale partnerships with a
flow of similar funding requirements, 
it may be possible to put in place a framework
arrangement with one or more lenders with a
single financing vehicle acting as the conduit 
for lending into the projects.

Due diligence
Partnering in traditional asset procurement deals
does not usually involve much in the way of due
diligence. The contractor financial strength
should be tested by reference to its balance
sheet on the back of which parent company
guarantees may be provided. The working
relationship is shorter-term and the contractors
involved seldom bear ongoing project risks. 

However in longer-term PPPs, where whole life
and operating risks are borne by the private
sector, and usually in a thinly-capitalised SPV,
due diligence on partnership robustness is
critical. In bank-financed PPPs, there are 
in-depth reviews of the technical, financial, 
legal and risk management arrangements. 
As a result there is comfort that it should be 
able to bear its allocated risks, and that these
will not rebound onto the client other than under
specific known provisions in the contract.

Where bank debt is involved in funding a
partnering, consideration should be given to
ensuring that due diligence processes, while
effective, are streamlined and do not involve
unnecessary re-examination of the same issues
as the partnership’s business plan develops.
Clear implementation structures and information
flows to the lenders will help to support this.

As mentioned above, it is less likely that a
partnership will be financed by bank debt to 
the same extent as a typical PFI transaction.
Where such debt is absent, there may be a less
rigorous process in place for ensuring risks are
allocated, mitigated and managed. This can
speed up the process of letting a contract but
can also give rise to issues for both public and
private sector partners. For, while the banks’
sole aim in risk management is to protect their
investment, there will be a benefit to the project
from effective due diligence, risk management
and lay-off.
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In a partnering arrangement, where the extent of
risk-sharing is greater than under the strict
allocation regime of the PFI, there will still be an
impact on the contractor and subcontractors
from their respective shares of risk. They will
need to be sufficiently robust, and to have
sufficient risk mitigation measures in place, to
bear these.

In a corporately-financed deal, the partners will
therefore need to consider undertaking some
due diligence themselves on, for example: 

• technical aspects of the project 

• the contractual arrangements between the
consortium members

• the robustness of subcontractors and their
ability to manage risks passed down to them 

• the baseline financial model 

• insurance arrangements. 

The client should ensure that the contractors are
not easily able to declare the partnering vehicle
insolvent. Measures may be put into place to
ensure that, for example:

• terms of inter-company financing are
reasonable and not changed without the
client’s knowledge

• default is disincentivised by, for example, a
cross-default clause if there is more than one
contract with the partner (as in multiple project
partnerships) and/or by termination provisions
that do not make full compensation of future
lost earnings

• cash and reserves for risk are maintained
within the partnership vehicle through controls
over dividends and other distributions to
shareholders

• if reserves are to be built up for future
investment, then these are built up and
reserved for the specific purposes for which
they were intended

• partnership assets are not caught in the parent
company’s security arrangements

• and, ultimately, there is protection for the client
through robust parent company guarantees,
bonds or other instruments, with credit
maintenance provisions underlying them.

The extent and nature of such work and
provisions will be highly specific to the
partnership in question. Ultimately the provisions
are unlikely to be as exhaustive as the due
diligence carried out by bank lenders, but there
will be a need on both sides to ensure that the
partnership is robust.

We have developed techniques for reviewing the
financial health of corporates who are members
of partnerships that are wholly or partially funded
on balance sheet. These entail reviewing a
combination of measures of the company’s
balance sheet strength and the impact of the
contract on their balance sheet. The measures
developed are based on those used by the
credit ratings agencies and enable a more
rigorous financial strength test than those
traditionally use to prequalify bidders. 

Corporate structures 
Having established the commercial and likely
funding structures, the partnership’s legal
structure can be addressed. 

As described in many of the guidance notes on
partnering, the choices of vehicle for the
partnership broadly consist of:

• a contractual arrangement alone, including
unincorporated joint ventures

• a partnership 

• a company.

The majority of PPP deals currently use an
agreement-based structure, although the
contractors themselves are generally formed 
in to one, or several SPVs, as a result of the
requirements of their parent companies and
funders. 

But there may, for certain clients, be advantages
in entering a legal partnership or even a
company. This is particularly the case in Local
Authority transactions where the decision may
be driven by issues of funding, vires and,
possibly, taxation. This is a complex area which
should not be addressed without legal,
accounting and taxation advice.

Conclusion
Partnering transactions require finance but this is
likely to come from a broader range of sources
than traditional PFI limited recourse debt. 
The source of funding remains a critical
consideration in structuring a partnered deal. 
But with partnering it is less a question of
scoping a project that fits the single project
finance lending source, as understanding the
combination of funders that may be present 
and the resources and needs of this group. 
The impact of the funding on the terms and
processes of the transaction, both at the outset
and throughout its life, require expert analysis,
and specialised documentation.
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Contractual structures

Many partnering arrangements begin
the task of contract structuring by
assessing the different legal structures
that could be set up in order to deliver
the project.

While it is important to be clear on the distinct
structuring options available and to identify the
one that best suits the parties and the project,
we believe that the commercial and working
arrangements should be established first and
the legal structures formed subsequently to
deliver them. That said, an understanding of
the contract terms already tried and tested in
the market can save much reinventing of
arrangements, and legal advice should be
sought once commercial principles are
established.

Most PPP contracts have as their basis the
standard contract set out in HM Treasury’s
“Standardisation of PFI Contracts Version 310”
(“SOPC 3”). This core document was updated
in April 2004 and has been developed since its
first, 1998, edition in consultation with
Departments, contractors and advisers
involved in PFI and PPPs. The standard PFI
contract had been developed for PFI deals and
is based on the following assumptions11:

• the party contracting with the public sector
is a special purpose vehicle with 
sub-contractors providing the actual
performance on its behalf;

• the project involves some development or
construction phase, followed by an
operational phase during which the full
service is provided; and

• the project is wholly or partly financed by
limited recourse debt.

On the face of it, this does not align with the
structure of most partnerings where there may,
for example, be:

• a jointly-owned public-private vehicle (or
virtual vehicle)

• a series of joint development phases and
construction phases for as-yet-unspecified
assets

• less limited recourse debt and more
corporate financing from the contractor’s
own balance sheet (see Section 5).

However, SOPC 3 is still used in many
partnerings because it deals comprehensively
with most of the risks in a public-private
contract and because, despite the
assumptions listed above, it does actually
provide some guidance on both contractual
change and corporate funding.

Because SOPC 3 does not deal with the
provisions for a partnering relationship, this is
usually provided for by adaptations on
individual projects to provide for more flexibility
or to try to address the need for closer working
relationships. The relationship provisions are,
as mentioned above, often addressed in an
additional “partnering charter” or “protocol”
with more or less legal force. 

But these adaptations have generally involved
minimal, ad-hoc deviations from the standard
which have not always been applied in a
coherent way. In fact applying partnering
techniques piecemeal to PFI structures is
unlikely to be as successful as some of the
earlier grafting between terms of different
types of contract (as illustrated in Figure 1).
This is because the terms of a partnering need
to be applied throughout the contract in order
to work properly. In short, there are some
significant differences in management, risk
allocation, responsibilities, incentives and
payment between a PFI and a partnering. 
To work coherently, these terms need to be
applied as a “package”. They also need to be
underpinned with different ways of working
and with strengthened provisions around terms
such as open book accounting, due diligence
and risk allocation. These are discussed in
later sections of this report.

New standard contract forms have been drawn
up, including the Association of Chartered
Architects’ Project Partnering Contract 
(“PPC 2000”), the NEC Partnering Option12

and the BE Collaborative Contract13. 
The structures of these contracts are
summarised in the paragraphs which follow.

Section 6

Contract structures

10 Version 3 (HM Treasury 2004)
11 SOPC 3 1.31
12 NEC Partnering Option Option X12

(Institution of Civil Engineers 2001)
13 Be Collaborative Contract 

(Be - Collaborating for the Built
Environment 2003)   



Getting to grips with the entire package of
partnering provisions should enable PPPs to
take partnering further. There is in fact a much
broader range of contract structures, developed
in both traditional procurement and in the private
sector, to deliver partnering and collaborative
working. These approaches have not only made
contractor/client relationships better: when
backed up by robust processes and working
practices they have also helped to drive down
costs, timescales and risks for projects. 

The broad types of legal structure are
summarised below.

Here the project agreement takes the form of a
bilateral contract between the client and the
project SPV, or integrator, who in turn, places
subcontracts. The partnering protocol or
agreement is a separate document, which may
have more or less binding effect and may take
precedence over certain provisions of the
project agreement. The protocol describes the
parties’ intentions to work together and may
set out arrangements for so doing. If it is more
binding, it may provide for suspension of
disputes resolution and contractual remedies
for a given period in order to make the partners
address differences among themselves. 

However, flow-down of the main contract
obligations to the key contractors is not visible
to the client and therefore not a feature of the
partnering arrangement.

The alternative to bilateral partnering agreements
is the multi-party partnering structure, as
described in Section 5. In this, the 
parties involved are the client, who drives the
arrangement, and the key contractors. It is this
form of partnering that has been the focus of the
most significant developments within the private

sector. As a result, there is now a variety of
standard contract forms available for multi-party
partnering.

Clearly this involves a much greater degree of
integration of the client and the supply chain
than any PPP partnering relationship has so far
achieved. That said, it is now the case that
some departments, such as the MOD, are
considering moving away from simple bilateral
arrangements with prime contractors. Instead,
they are looking for a greater degree of
involvement by the department as a client with
the various key members of the supply chain.
We believe that more departments should now
consider the use of these multi-party
approaches as procurement options when
assessing the potential for partnering.

Some of the main multi-party contractual
structures are illustrated in Figures 5 to 7 and
described in the paragraphs which follow. 
A further summary of the key features of
private-private partnering and alliances is
provided in Appendix A.

This structure draws on the bilateral partnering
approach where the partnering provisions are
enshrined in a series of non-binding, bilateral
protocols that sit alongside each bilateral
contract and subcontract. There may also 
be partnering protocols between parties who 
do not have a direct, bilateral contract. 
The partnering protocols contain provisions
that are developed jointly and require the
parties to exchange information openly, to
share risks and work together to achieve
project objectives. The standard form provided
by the NEC Partnering Option broadly reflects
this approach.
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Figure 4: Bilateral partnering

Figure 5: Multi-party partnering
protocols
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The option set out in Figure 6 takes the
concept of multi-party partnering further and
requires the partners to sign up to a single,
multilateral partnering agreement, with a
greater degree of enforceability. 

This arrangement goes further than the others 
in that the partnering agreement is legally
binding and sets out the rights, obligations and
working arrangements between all the parties.
The partnering agreement is the lead document
governing the relationships between the parties.
This will still be supplemented with individual
bilateral agreements covering issues which have
been excluded from joint responsibility, such as
defects liability and indemnities, but the key
contractual document is the partnering
agreement. The standard form contract, 
PPC 2000, broadly follows this structure.

Clearly this involves a far greater degree of
joint working, information exchange, risk
sharing and partnership management than 
a traditional contract structure supplemented
by bilateral partnering protocols. The approach
is nonetheless increasingly widely used in the
private sector with notable successes, such 
as BAA’s Terminal 5 contract.

The multilateral approach is taken further 
in the approach known as alliancing, 
as shown in Figure 7.

This structure arguably represents partnering 
in its most fully developed state. In an alliance,
the bilateral commitments are subsumed into
the project agreement, and the parties bear a
considerable degree of risk and reward as a
single body. Whilst alliancing has not been
used on any UK PPPs, it is widely practised in
the private sector and has been used on
public-private contracts in Australia, where
PricewaterhouseCoopers has been one of the
leading advisers to alliances. 

Alliancing is important to a better
understanding of partnering because of the
methods and terms it uses to deal with issues
which are also critical to partnering. 
A significant body of literature exists on
partnering and alliancing in private-private
contracts14 and we do not reproduce it to any
degree in this paper. However Appendix A
summarises some of the key features of
alliancing alongside those of multi-party
partnering and reference to alliancing will
appear where it is relevant to the issues under
discussion later in the paper.

Conclusion
There is a spectrum of contractual options
available for a PPP partnering which give more
or less precedence to the partnering
arrangements, involve more or fewer of the
parties within the partnering, and carve more
or less out into bilateral commitments. At the
end of the spectrum is alliancing. While a pure
alliance structure may not always be feasible in
PPP procurement, a PPP may well use some
of the tools developed in alliancing.

We believe that developing the commercial
and contractual structure on a project-specific
basis is a necessary and, in fact, vital exercise.
We think it is unlikely that a partnering can
succeed if it starts from a pre-determined
structure based on a previous transaction, 
and tries to fit its objectives into that structure.
The rights, obligations and processes between
the parties are critical to the success of the
deal and the partnering should draw from
across the spectrum of contract precedents to
deliver the specific objectives in the
circumstances of the project constraints. 

Client

Key Contractor

Partnering
agreement

bilateral
contract 

bilateral
contract 

bilateral
contract 

Integrator/SPV

Figure 6: Multi-party partnering
agreement

Figure 7: Alliancing agreement
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14 See, for example, Sally Roe and
Jane Jenkins' Partnering and
Alliancing in Construction Projects
(Sweet & Maxwell 2003) 
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Traditionally PFI has involved transfer of
most project risk to the private sector.

This has included not only the risk of design and
construction, but also of life cycle costs, an
element of residual value, some demand and all
operating risk. To achieve this there needs to be
very clear definitions of what each party is to
bear, especially where the public sector takes
back risk as a last resort in certain situations. 

PFI projects can achieve this clear risk
allocation because their scope, and therefore
most of the risks, are identifiable at the outset.
This makes the majority of them manageable.
Indeed, projects with significant unknown or
unquantifiable risks are not held to be suitable
for PFI. However where risks (and rewards) 
are shared in PFI contracts, there are 
well-developed mechanisms for allocating
such risks. The process for dealing with
change, the process for risks that become
uninsurable and for change of law are very
clearly set out in SOPC 3. 

This contrasts with the greater degree of
unforeseeable risk experienced in contracts
using partnering. Here risks are more likely to be
shared because they cannot be identified at the
start of a project whose parameters are
unknown. Ideally there should be a joint
approach to risk identification, management, and
ownership. The following paragraphs look at risk
sharing arrangements in private sector
partnerings and in alliances.

Risk sharing in private
sector partnerings
As for PPPs, risk sharing in private sector
partnering is effective when the risks to
achieving a successful project outcome can be
identified, quantified and managed over time.
When risks cannot be identified and quantified
sufficiently for allocation between two parties
then a process must be drawn up showing what
procedures are to be used in the event of a
foreseeable risk of unknown magnitude
occurring. The collection of actual cost and
resource data is then key to equitable allocation
between the parties.

The typical pitfalls to agreeing the costs of
changed scope or changed risk profile come in
many guises but normally involve:

• the link between cause and effect

• the direct costs of the consequences of 
the change 

• the indirect cost and overhead cost
associated with the changed scope or 
risk profile.

A large number of partnering contracts within the
private sector are executed each year where the
relationship between client and contractor can
be described as long term and where partnering
approaches are used to identify, allocate and
manage some of the risks. In this model the
selection of a contractor is based on
competition of part of the price of the
transaction while the more complex risks are
negotiated after preferred bidder selection as
part of early contractor involvement. Such risks
are likely to be those that drive costs, and
include areas such as the wording of warranties
or guarantees, how designs may be novated to
the contractor or how liability to third parties
may be capped. A partnering approach is
required to ensure that the risk allocation is
agreed in an open manner between the parties
and is accepted as fair.

In the private sector an example of such
“hybrid” partnering may be a power station,
where the client wants a contractor to meet
certain performance requirements with the
equipment provided under the contract. 
After the performance standards and delivery
contract have been finalised, the client then ties
the contractor into a separate operation and
maintenance contract. The timing of this O&M
contract, after the competitive process is
complete, requires an element of partnering.
The objective of a separate contract is to
reduce the impact of the as yet unquantified
risks (of defects, breakdowns and life cycle
cost/design issues) on the financial metrics of
the original design and build project. These
more complex, through-life risks are thus dealt
with after some of the design and build
parameters are known and this necessitates a
degree of openness between contractor and
client. The end result, though, is that the risk is
priced more accurately than where it is
included in an up-front lump sum pricing.

Section 7

Risk allocation and payment
mechanisms in a partnering
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But in such contracts where only a limited
range of risks has been negotiated, there is
often no “partnering charter” or “open book”
approach to costing. The difficulty with this sort
of partial partnering is that the partnering intent
behind the negotiated aspects of the deal is not
always apparent in the legal documentation
and this can lead to uncertainty. It is our belief
that, where partnering underlies the approach
used on any aspect of risk sharing, then this
should be explicitly stated in the documents
and fully backed up by complete open book
processes. A partnering approach can sit
alongside a firm priced element of a project, as
long as it is very clear where partnering does,
and does not, apply.

Under a partnering arrangement there should be
joint ownership of the risks and a jointly agreed
risk management plan incorporated in the
project documentation. The programme can
then become a contract document which
accurately reflects the current status and
remaining forecast for the work. The risk register
and associated financial contingency is updated
in line with the programme and forecast to
complete. 

The issue of liability for defective work or
products can be blurred in a partnering
arrangement. When both parties contribute to
the design and/or development of the design for
the purposes of construction, it is not clear
whether risks should be shared when it comes
to liability for defects and remedials for poor
quality workmanship. Contractors normally have
an obligation to provide work that is fit for
purpose and to give adequate notice when this
may be compromised. So the partnering needs
to be clear as to whether the contractors are
relieved of this obligation, otherwise they would
normally hold the responsibility for defects in
their design or workmanship.

Upside sharing is also a feature of partnering
arrangements. Project completion targets 
for a specified scope or work content can 
have absolute cash bonuses or percentage
gainshares for early completion or for
completion under a specified target. 
Care must be taken in specifying what costs 
are included/excluded from the target and how
specified risk events impact this target. If these
are not addressed correctly, gainshare can
effectively negate risk sharing if the targets are
not moved in line with variation procedures or
third party risks (for example insured events).
Where the parties are sharing this type of risk,
then the mechanism for adjustments to the
target needs to be carefully worked out. There is
considerable evidence of contracts that have
one-sided gainshare mechanisms or where the
gainshare and painshare elements are not
evenly balanced. 

Normally at the end of a project a post
completion audit is carried out to verify the
actual costs against the target and to calculate
how the bonus or share is to be divided.
Thought needs to be given as to how to treat
future liabilities such as defects rectification,
third party inspections, certification or first year
maintenance works, and to how these will
impinge on the measured gain for sharing
purposes.

Risk sharing in alliances 
Project alliances are focused on creating
mutually beneficial relationships between all
participants, so as to produce project outcomes
that achieve performance beyond expectation.
As opposed to traditional contracting methods
where risk is allocated to different parties,
alliance participants assume collective
ownership for all of the risks involved in
delivering the project works with an equitable
sharing of the pain or gain depending on how
actual performance measures up to project KPIs
and the target cost. 

The contractual allocation of pain or gain, which
will directly affect all parties’ financial outcomes,
is used to encourage co-operation and is
embodied in the commercial framework for an
alliance. This typically sets out the following
mechanism for payment of contractors.

• All project costs and project specific
overheads incurred by a contractor are
reimbursed at cost based on audited actual
costs.

• A fee is paid to cover corporate overheads
and “normal” profit

• A performance based incentive payment is
paid to or by the contractor participants to
share equitably the pain or gain depending on
actual project performance compared to
agreed KPIs.

However the maximum risk for the contractor
participants (ie the maximum painshare they can
suffer) is the loss of their fee component
(covering corporate overhead and profit). 
This leaves them reimbursed only for the direct
costs incurred in the project works. These direct
costs are not at risk. The party ultimately bearing
the further risk, not shared by the contractors, is
the client. It is important to recognise that client
risk is uncapped in an alliance and that client
management and contractor returns should
reflect this.

An alliancing will include a highly developed plot
of risk and reward for each participating
contractor and each measure of project
performance. This is accompanied by the
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allocation of financial values to different levels of
actual outcome for the range of indicators. 
This can be as simple or as complex as the
project demands. The most simple would be a
risk reward curve with KPIs concerning, for
instance, just time, cost and rework. For more
complicated projects, issues such as
environment, industrial, safety, community,
availability and any number of other factors
(dependent on the project and the client’s
objectives) can be weighted and included 
with periodic assessment.

Payment mechanisms for
partnerings and alliances
The payment mechanism for a partnering
enshrines much of the risk transfer that
underpins the project and it is beyond the scope
of this paper to address all of the issues and
techniques involved. Instead we examine below
some of the basic payment mechanism
structures and indicate how they might be used.

A partnering payment mechanism needs to:

a) reimburse the contractor for its initial capital
outlay, and be sufficiently secure to meet the
funders’ criteria

b) cover ongoing periodic operating costs of the
project

c) reimburse the contractor for any investment of
time in developing the project and/or
subsequent projects as part of the partnering

d) adapt to cover changes in the current project
e) be extendable to new projects undertaken by

the partnering
f) deal with risk sharing arrangements, both

upside and downside risk
g) provide incentives for better performance and

continuous improvement
h) include a process for dealing with uncertainty.

A typical PFI payment mechanism needs to
address the costs of asset availability, subject
to deductions for non-availability, and of
services delivered, subject to deductions for
failure to meet agreed service levels. There
may additionally be volume-related payments
for example, linked to the number of vehicles
using a road, passengers on a transport
project, or students attending a course.
Typically these PFI payment mechanisms
achieve objectives (a), (b), (c) and, to some
extent, via deductions, (g), above. Furthermore
the projects involved usually have risks clearly
allocated between the parties at the outset so
that there is little need to meet objective (f)
above. But such typical payment mechanisms
are poor at dealing with change, uncertain
outcomes and new projects (objectives (d), (h)
and (e) above), ie, they do not provide the
flexibility that is a feature of partnering. 

Example: 
How the LondonUnderground PPP addresses the criteria

a) reimburse the contractor for its initial
capital outlay, and be sufficiently secure
to meet the funders’ criteria

b) cover ongoing periodic operating costs of
the project

c) reimburse the contractor for any
investment of time in developing the
project and/or subsequent projects as
part of the partnering

d) adapt to cover changes in the current
projects

e) be extendable to new projects
undertaken by the partnering

f) deal with risk sharing arrangements, both
upside and downside risk

g) provide incentives for better performance
and continuous improvement

h) include a process for dealing with
uncertainty.

Availability payments with step-ups when
additional capacity is delivered

Availability payments

Gainsharing provisions to incentivise innovation 
by private sector. Range of procedures to enable
LUL to commission additional works. 

Rules to cover impact of changes to e.g. safety
standards which increase private sector costs.

Existing payment mechanism applies to additional
assets created by additional works.

Some sharing e.g. upside: private sector
innovation which reduces public sector costs;
downside: revenue impact of business interruption.

No cap on availability or capacity payments which
private sector can earn. 

Exchange of plans at various levels of detail
backed up by joint planning meetings. 
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There is a body of guidance on types of
payment mechanism and this is not repeated
here15. We focus below on the key issues of
flexibility required within a partnering
arrangement and risk sharing and incentivisation
through the payment mechanism.

Payment mechanism
flexibility
PFI contracts pass all start-up, development,
build and commissioning risk by paying only for
a service once it is received and paying nothing
towards the cost of creating the infrastructure
needed to deliver the service. This overriding
principle is applied also to many PPPs where
there is no payment until services are delivered.
However it assumes that all pre-service costs
are incurred up front. In a partnering
arrangement there may be successive projects
and service changes, requiring unpredicted
investment during the contract term. Clients

need to find ways of dealing with the cost of,
and payment for, these through a more flexible
payment mechanism. Such a mechanism often
operates by offering a “price list” for various
inputs or outputs.

As mentioned in Section 8 in relation to VFM,
there is a case for maximising the extent to
which the pricing of likely future changes is
agreed in advance. This can apply to unit prices
for inputs (eg, man-days) or to unit costs per
output (eg, a classroom). The choice between
input and output pricing and payment is a
difficult one where risk transfer, VFM and
flexibility requirements conflict. The features of
each are summarised below.

15 See, for example, Technical Note:
Payment Mechanisms (Strategic
Partnering Taskforce, ODPM
2004) 

Inputs are priced and paid for

Suitable where the assets are non-standard
with no pre- agreed specification.

Transfers risk of pricing for individual inputs
(or set of inputs) but not delivery of outputs.

Allows a more comprehensive menu of
prices to be agreed, and thus greater
flexibility within the pre-priced contract.

Cost of future projects less easy to predict.
VFM likely to need establishing at the time.

Outputs are priced and paid for

The more standardised the assets, the easier
it is to produce a menu of asset prices. 

Transfers risk of all input prices, and
delivery of output.

Applies only to those assets that can be
pre-priced, therefore the menu of options
will be more limited and less flexible.

Cost of future projects more predictable.
VFM can be more easily pre-determined.
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If the project has as a key variable the usage
levels of a given set of assets, then it does not
require the right to purchase more or fewer of
such pre-priced assets, but needs a flexible
approach to the periodic amounts it pays. This
can be achieved in the specific case of assets
that are consumed, or depreciate, in accordance
with the extent to which they are used (as
opposed to depreciating steadily over time).
Here the payment mechanism can set a rate for
usage and the amount of usage can be varied.
This can be used for example for aircraft engines
paid for via “power by the hour” arrangements,
or for vehicle fleets. A fixed fee can meanwhile
be paid to cover start up, integration,
management and any other standing costs.
Although this type of asset is less common in
PPP deals, it can be worthwhile identifying
which assets in a project can be contracted for
on this basis.

To the extent that subsequent additions to the
project cannot be priced in advance in a way
that delivers VFM, then there will be a need to
agree costings at the time of the change. The
most common way of doing this is through open
book accounting, which is discussed in greater
detail below. Open book provisions allow for the
greatest degree of flexibility in a contract,
enabling any unforeseen event to be covered in
the payment mechanism, and they exist in some
form in every PFI in order to cater for
unanticipated changes. Where their use is
anticipated to be more regular, then it is
advisable to devote more time to agreeing in
advance the principles and methodologies for
determining prices on an open book basis. In
private sector partnerings, where client and
contractor share more risks, accounting
principles are set out in the contract and a
project auditor role may be established from the
outset. Open book provisions often extend down
through the supply chain and are discussed
further in Section 8.

Risk sharing and
incentivisation through the
payment mechanism
Because a partnering often starts with less
clear identification of risk and cost, the
payment mechanism may have to allow for
risk to be shared to a greater extent than
under a traditional PFI. At the same time
partners aim to reduce the impact of risk and
the payment mechanism may be used to
provide incentives to do this, through, for
example, working together to mitigate risk
and reduce cost impacts.

Risk sharing is described more fully above but it
is important to note that even the most basic
decisions about the payment mechanism can
embody a risk-sharing element. For example,
the simple choice of an index for escalation of
the payment leaves the contractor with different
levels and types of risk. 

Incentivisation in a partnering can be linked to
upside benefits achieved by the partners’ joint
efforts and therefore shared between them.
Where the benefits are influenced more by one
party than others, the sharing arrangement
needs to incentivise most the party in the best
position to influence outcomes. 

Incentives exist in contractual gainshare
arrangements, where payments are made to
share out the benefits of better than expected
outcomes. The precise mechanisms for
operating gain/painshare structures are
described in the many guidance documents
available on partnering and alliancing, and we do
not reproduce them in this paper. The most
successful arrangements reimburse the
contractor for involvement in innovation and/or
cost saving. This can be in pre-agreed
proportions, which might vary according to who
makes the relevant proposal, or can reflect the
overall share of each partner in the total value of
the contract.

Incentivisation is also used in a longer-term,
service delivery contract to maintain or improve
performance (although this is often only by
making deductions for poor performance). In
addition to any incentivisation contained in the
gainshare arrangements, ongoing performance
can be assessed against service KPIs for the
project, as is common in PFI and PPP deals.

A partnering payment mechanism is likely to be
complex with a range of payment, risk transfer
and incentivisation arrangements brought
together to reflect the objectives and constraints
of the parties concerned. Each payment
mechanism is likely to be bespoke to the
partnering concerned, but should nonetheless
draw on precedents available across the
partnering spectrum.
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Alliancing and target cost
incentive fee structures
Alliancing techniques enable both flexibility
and incentivisation through the use of full
input costing. The key features of alliance
target costing are that a target cost is
developed in detail by the alliance 
participants once the Alliance Agreement 
has been established and executed. 

Target costing is most commonly used and
described where the project involves creation
and delivery of an asset. Whole life and
operating costs can be subject to similar
arrangements where the contractor has the task
of delivering a target rate of savings below the
current operating cost benchmarks over a given
period. 

The negotiation of savings post bidder selection
enables the issues around cost reduction to be
addressed in partnership and can deliver a
solution that more closely reflects client
requirements. The argument for bidding the new
cost line is that it encourages the contractor to
deliver the maximum savings as quickly as
possible and enables the client to take the full
benefit of that. In reality, though, a significant
degree of risk is likely to be priced for in the bid,
which can offset this effect. 

Example: Partnering and 
pricing in a continuous
improvement environment

The Utility sector (in particular water companies)
have adopted partnering approaches to achieve
continuous improvement of the cost efficiencies
sought by regulators in their capital investment
programmes. Framework agreements based on
schedules of rates, are agreed to cover low-
technology, bulk work such as pipe and sewer
renewals. The cost efficiencies are then met
either through more efficient work practices
forged in partnership, or through economies of
scale where large volumes of work are spread
across wide geographical regions. Performance
measures are then used to drive comparisons
between companies and geographical regions
with prizes for best in class competitors. Here
partnering is a driver of cost efficiency but
economic risk sharing plays a part in keeping
costs down.

Conclusion
PPPs have typically involved clear risk allocation
from the start with a defined process for sharing
those few risks that cannot be dealt with in this
way. Partnering in PPPs takes place where
precise project scope and risk allocation cannot
be determined in advance. There is no reason
why these approaches cannot be combined in a
project, but the documentation does need to be
very clear as to the approaches being taken.

This does not simply mean that the contractor
comes to the client with a full “open book” claim
for each risk that crystallises. Private sector
partnering practice shows the need for joint
identification and ownership of risk but, more
importantly, for joint management and mitigation
of those risks. Such behaviour is incentivised not
simply by the fact that both parties share the
downside, but by the possibility of both
benefiting from upside bonuses when risk is
successfully managed out.

The payment mechanism in PPPs has
traditionally enabled a relatively predictable
cashflow for an agreed level of service. This has
been attractive to the public sector because it
gives an unambiguous price competition and
enables affordability to be assessed up front.
Partnering requires more flexible payment
mechanisms with incentive structures built in.
While this may reduce clarity at the start,
protection for value for money can still be
provided by elements of pre-pricing and by open
book provisions. But the objective of partnering,
as illustrated most clearly in alliancing practice,
is not merely to enable flexible purchasing.
Instead it seeks, through incentivisation, to make
the client and contractor work together to
identify the most cost effective ways of
delivering the business outputs that are the
overriding aims of the partnering.
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Partnerships have sometimes been
criticised as cosy, long-term
exclusivity arrangements between
contractor and client.

The question of whether procurement of the
underlying assets and services complies with
competition law is an important legal issue
which must be addressed at the outset, and
specialised legal advice should be sought.
Even where the arrangement complies with the
law, it is easy to make the criticism of cosiness
for deals where the competition is not an open
tender of fixed pricing of a fully scoped project. 

Any organisation contemplating a partnering
arrangement will want to ensure that Value For
Money is protected at the start of, and
throughout, the partnering. Clearly, an
important part of protecting future VFM lies in
the management of the quality of the services
delivered and improvements thereto. These are
discussed in Section 9. In this section, the
“money” element of VFM is discussed, ie, how
to ensure that pricing of the service remains
competitive. In so doing, clients have to offset
the advantages of seeking competed prices for
the project, and therefore having to specify it
fully, against the time and cost of so doing as
well as the fact that they really require flexibility
for future change and to avoid the
disadvantages of a multiple supplier base. 

It may be possible in some cases to pre-price
on a per unit basis and use this price list, or
“menu” of prices, to determine the cost of
future orders under the contract. This approach
works where a partnering delivers repeat orders
of similar assets, such as in IT partnerings, for
example. Such repeat projects also lend
themselves to continuous improvement
measures, aimed at reducing costs over time.

But some prices cannot be predicted over a
PPP contract period. Finance terms, for
example, are unlikely to be committed to for
periods over 5 years. Assets incorporating
major technological change are difficult to
price in advance, and many soft services are
priced on the basis that there is scope for
review every 5 years should pricing move
significantly out of line with forecasts. The
prices that cannot be committed to in the
initial competition must be subject to a test of

their VFM at the time when they are quoted.
This will be after the partnership has become
sole supplier.

One way of testing VFM post formation of the
partnership is to compete the subsequent work
at the time. This is a feasible approach where
the contractor is not a key sponsor and
shareholder of the partnership. But one of the
objectives of partnering is to involve all the key
parties in the partnering and drive out savings
through closer working between the parties.
This cannot be done if the major contractor is
kept out of the partnering to promote
competition. And the savings may in any case
be outweighed by additional procurement costs.

Partnering therefore looks to rely on open and
transparent information about pricing, and a
good understanding by the client of the factors
driving the partners’ costs. Similarly the
contractor’s understanding of the contract
should enable more accurate costing on its
part. But there remains a need to avoid this
sort of arrangement turning into a long-term
“cost-plus” contract. This can be done in part
by very clear specification and understanding
of the costs that make up a price. But to bring
greater rigour to the process, this should be
combined with access to benchmarking data. 

Benchmarking can use industry data but this
may not always be available. For partnerings
where there are numerous repeat projects, or
there is a market price for the assets or
services concerned, then this data can provide
benchmarks. In the case of the LIFT projects,
for example, the existence of repeat projects
throughout the country is enabling the creation
of a specific benchmarking database. 

If there is more than one partnership delivering
similar projects for the client, then a database
of information from the multiple partners can
be built up for benchmarking future costs. The
presence of more than one partner can be
used to exploit the advantages of partnering
whilst maintaining the pressure of competition.
This approach is used by major retailers who
use a number of contractor partnerships to
deliver their programme of new store
construction. Some degree of competition,
albeit from a restricted shortlist, can be
introduced to each new project. An alternative

Section 8

Value for money in partnering
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approach is to introduce another partner only as
a last resort as in the LIFT primary healthcare
schemes, where a local contractor’s continued
exclusivity depends on each proposal passing
VFM tests against benchmarked schemes with
partners across the country.

Ultimately, measures which enable the
partnership to be terminated provide the last
resort if VFM cannot be delivered. In other
words, the partners need to ensure that any
exclusivity is not forever. Methods of
termination and any compensation arising
need careful consideration. The PPP
termination provisions of SOPC 3 may not
necessarily be appropriate for every scenario
in this type of arrangement. Where this
approach is used, consideration must be given
to how to deal with the implications for the
service of early termination, otherwise the
sanction may be impractical to apply.

Open book accounting
Open book accounting is acknowledged as a
cornerstone of successful partnering.
Openness is needed not only to ensure VFM
but also to build a good working relationship
between the parties. But open book
accounting needs careful definition to ensure
that it really works for both sides and that key
information is not still firmly “closed”.

Open book for partnering

It is important with open book accounting to
define the scope and means of delivery of
work and/or services within the open book
regime. Open book costing may exist
alongside fixed or firm pricing, but the contract
must be clear as to which is which. 

Once the scope of the work is known, ancillary
or indirect costs can be defined together with
the nature of related costs. Prior definition of
this type of cost is important because their
relevance to the project is the most likely to be
queried at a later date. It is common then to
agree a fixed percentage for recovery of head
office (and local office) overheads and profit. 

The question of how far down the supply chain
the open book provisions should be carried, must
be addressed. All the key subcontractors should
be required to agree to open book provisions.

Early consideration needs to be given to the
categories of cost that will be incurred on a
project and how these might be audited, given
that statutory accounts do not give the level of
detail required for project accounting.
The recommended approach is therefore to

establish two types of review:

(i) a procedures review to determine how the
company is going to establish its approach
and policies for project accounting

(ii) an actual costs audit, where a sample of
costs can be tested against the procedures
established in part (i) above.

Time and cost contingencies for risk should 
be clearly identified in the budgets together
with the assumptions underlying them. 
Where necessary, expiry dates should be 
given so that the unexpired amounts can be
monitored over time and duly distributed to the
agreed beneficiaries or recycled. Care should
be taken to focus on the major risks and
contributors of contingency.

The most common issues relate to costs which
may be argued to be project related but would
normally be categorised as part of the corporate
overhead. This typically relates to support from
typical head office functions such as human
resources, communications and public relations,
research and development, finance, IT, and so on.

Another question that frequently arises is that
of staff seconded from one group company (or
subsidiary) to another and whether this attracts
the level of overhead of the donor or recipient
company. And when staff are self-employed
should the company add the same level of
overhead as for full time employees where the
benefits and support they receive are different?

When a company has to repair or re-do 
work that has resulted from a risk event, 
the parties need to have a process for
determining whether all these costs are
reimbursable or whether there is some allocation
of liability between the parties to reflect either
risk-sharing or the individual’s culpability. 
And finally, the parties need to establish what 
is the procedure when the costs that actually
incurred (and audited) are higher than those
forecast and/or claimed by the parties. 

Open book provisions in an
alliancing

Alliancing provides the ultimate open book
situation in that the “books” are those of the
alliance as a whole. 

In Australian public-private alliances, a key
feature of the Alliance Agreement binding
alliance participants and supporting the
alliance process is the approach to
transparency and open-book, both during the
development of the commercial framework and
throughout the duration of the project.



At the outset of an alliance project all parties
work together with a mutual aim to develop a
detailed estimate of the costs to complete the
scope of works – the target cost estimate. 
This process is undertaken in a collaborative
environment where communication and shared
understanding of joint risks and contingency
analysis is embraced by all. 

In developing the target cost estimate,
inclusion of appropriate contingencies is
integral in developing a robust and defensible
estimate that appropriately accounts for risks
that cannot be mitigated in other ways.

In order to ensure the integrity of the target
cost estimate and its ability to stand up to
public scrutiny, there are a number of
measures that are often implemented by
project sponsors, such as the following.

• Appointing an Independent Estimator whose
brief is to validate the estimate that has been
developed by testing and agreeing key
inputs, assumptions, productivity rates and
unit costs. In addition, the Estimator will
review the assessment of contingencies and
risk, considered and embedded in the cost
estimate.

• Validating benchmark project results from
previous projects, which have been
submitted by the alliance participants at the
commencement of the target cost estimate
process, in order to substantiate actual unit
costs and productivity rates, as well as
confirm the actual way the project is
intended to be delivered.

• Develop the target cost estimate as an
integrated team in the alliance project office.

Australian public-private alliances have also
involved an independent alliance auditor role.
During the establishment of an alliance project
including the commercial framework, an
alliance auditor is engaged by the sponsors
with the role of validating the cost and
overhead structures, profit margins and
previous project data of contractor
participants. The information collected, and
benchmarked, during this initial open-book
audit is used as the basis for the costing of
inputs in the target price. 
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Conclusion
Achievement of value for money is a core
objective of every partnering. The scope for a
genuine price competition at the early stage of
a partnering may be limited or hampered by
lack of information. Without price competition,
partnering will often rely on open and
transparent information flows on pricing
supported by full understanding of the factors
driving the partners’ costs. This requires a
range of techniques which, in a large scale
partnering, need to be carefully considered
and applied in a tailored way to the individual
circumstances. 

Alliance case study
A consortium of gas companies wanted
to construct a gas pipeline between the
UK and the continent. They engaged a
firm of consulting engineers to design the
works and produce tender documents.
They split the works into four packages
for the purposes of a competitive tender.
Having selected the companies they
wanted to contract with, the client then
formed an alliance which included their
own project management group
responsible for delivering the project, and
the project’s designers. The client then
incentivised the participants by agreeing
to share any savings made against a
target cost between them in a pre-
defined manner.

Given the significant risks in carrying out
the project, the newly formed alliance
decided to re-design the project and re-
allocate the work scope between the
parties from that originally tendered.
Changes were made to the pipe material
specification, jointing specification and
land-based equipment. This was done to
maximise the use of marine plant and
equipment that the contractors had
available and to reduce risk on
implementation.

The alliance completed the project early
and saved nearly £80m from a £380m
target cost. The cost, saving and bonus
calculation were independently audited
before any payment was made. 

The designers spent a lot of time
redesigning the project and in checking
the integrity of the revised specification
but earned a bonus nearly four times that
of their original fee. 



Perhaps the most crucial difference
between partnering transactions and
traditional contracting is in the way that
the partnering is managed.

Even where partnering is only an adjunct to a
traditional contracting arrangement, it is the
management aspects that are usually the focus
of the drafting. 

There are two features of management of
partnerships, namely:

• the attitudes of the parties towards working
together

• the processes and roles set up to deliver the
project.

Approaches towards the first set of issues are
often included in partnering charters or non-
binding protocols, but are much harder to
define. It is often the vagueness of these
provisions to, for example, “adopt a no-blame
culture” or “work honestly and openly” that
induces scepticism about the benefits of
partnering generally. However, partnerships
that have achieved their objectives are clear
that some sort of culture change was critical to
their success. 

Team and cultural
integration: managing the
“soft” issues
The vital task of building relationships within the
partnering starts once the operational
management teams take over from the bid
teams. Once the contract is signed, then all the
contractual provisions for relationship
management will come into force. Strategic
board level and management teams will be
formed, communication and monitoring groups
set up and co-location plans put into action. The
better these processes and practices are, the
stronger the ground for a good working
relationship.

However good or bad the contract is in terms
of fostering working relationships, there will still
be a need to get the individuals and teams
involved to work together, with a shared set of
objectives and a sense of cultural identity. In
PPPs this may involve significant culture
changes on both sides.

Successfully bringing together two partners and
making a joint venture function as one, requires
more than merely “horse trading” key executives
to promote parity between partners. It involves
correctly understanding and addressing cultural
differences between potential partners. 

Corporate culture is often defined as: “the set of
behaviours that characterise how a business gets
things done”. In our experience, it is easier to
transform culture in the period immediately
following contract signature than at any other
time. Partners, customers, user groups,
suppliers and employees all expect changes to
occur as the new venture is defined and
established. 

Fundamental to success in aligning cultures is
quickly identifying key “influencers” or
stakeholders from each partner, learning what
motivates and concerns them and winning their
support. This group, more than any other, is key,
since it is their attitudes toward the venture that
can affect the behaviour and performance of the
entire partnership.

Many executives believe it is possible to merge
cultures gradually by preaching vision and
values; however, we believe that you cannot
merge two cultures by waving a banner
proclaiming common vision and values. Cultural
integration needs to focus on organisations’
actual behaviours and business processes and
not on the rhetoric surrounding their conceptual
values. Leaders need to “walk the talk” in order
for proposed values to be adopted by staff.
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In our experience, successful partnerships focus
on four factors when identifying, aligning and
changing corporate cultures.

• Defining desired behaviours. Business strategy
largely dictates what behaviours are to be
encouraged; however, we have found that
employees respond best to concrete
examples of how people are expected to
operate in the joint venture environment.  

• Use of role models. When changing
entrenched behaviours, what matters most is
what people will do, not what they can do. 
Put simply, if you want employees to make the
desired behavioural changes, leaders need to
exemplify these behaviours. Those who do
should be placed in visible positions of
authority throughout the partnership.

• Providing meaningful incentives. Shower role
models with recognition. This positions them
as people whose behaviour should be
emulated. To reinforce this message and send
a signal throughout the venture, consider
quickly and visibly recognising, rewarding and
promoting employees who adopt the desired
behaviours.

• Ensuring consistency. Avoid the significant
conflicts that often exist between written
policies and rewarded behaviour (for example,
claiming “we are going to share risk” whilst
visibly “punishing” those who do not claim
against the other party for every item they
contractually can). This can confuse and anger
key employees. The communication
messages need to match the management
behaviour that employees observe, these
messages should be reinforced over and over
and their understanding confirmed through
two-way communication. 

Establishing a dedicated “integration” team for
the venture can be critical to transforming
culture. Members of such an integration team
should not be chosen based on availability;
rather, “star performers” should be sought for
the role and leaders, in particular, should be
“right-for-job”. Teamwork and mutual respect are
essential since integration teams can be
expected to stay together for some considerable
time (commonly 12 to 18 months, sometimes
more). It is also helpful if senior executives from
both parties demonstrate commitment to the
integration and communicating with their
employees. 

An issue for longer-term alliances and
partnerings is that of the way in which staff are
cycled through the project by their employers
or seconding companies. It is normal for the
best available candidates to be put forward for
positions in the project vehicle at the start of
the project, when their impact can be the
greatest. There will come a point in time,
however, when these individuals, who will be
highly regarded by their employing
organisations, will add more value and
contribute more to profit in another part of the
business. They will therefore be replaced, or
“cycled” through the course of the project with
less highly rated staff members replacing
them. The cultural impact on the project can
be considerable and care has to be taken to
plan and manage succession issues jointly.

In our experience, partners should closely
monitor how well the cultures and workforces 
of both organisations are coming together. 
Ongoing feedback is critical during the transition
process. Undertaking brief surveys, conducted
on a regular basis, can provide input on how
well different stakeholder groups understand
what is expected of them and what
management expects the corporate culture to
be. Such feedback helps the integration team
fine tune its strategic communications.

This need for culture change has been even
more emphasised in the case of alliancing,
where the technique for delivering it has been to
employ culture change management experts
and undergo a team “breakthrough” process.
This is regarded as central to the parties’
identification as a team whose objective is to
deliver the project, sharing goals, costs and risks
openly. Many alliances use specialist
consultancies experienced in facilitating these
types of change process.
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Management structure 
and processes
Before the bodies and processes are defined,
there are some essential decisions to make at an
early stage about governance. If the partnering
is essentially a client-contractor relationship,
then the client is likely to want an overriding right
of veto on any decisions made jointly within the
partnership. In other words, the parties can meet
to discuss issues, but, ultimately, it is the client
alone who determines what actually happens.
This is often the structure that is used in many
public-private partnerships, for reasons of
accountability. An alternative, which has been
applied in Australian alliances, is for the client
and contractor to act as business partners,
agreeing a joint approach, but with an
independent audit role in validating the decision-
making.

Strategic Board level
Virtually all partnerings set up a board including
representatives of the partnership members. 
This takes place regardless of the corporate
structure of the partnering. 

If one of the partners is a special purpose
vehicle set up for the project, then there is a
question of whether the company board is the
forum for bringing in other partners, such as the
client, or whether a separate project board
should be set up. The co-existence of a
corporate board for some, or all, of the key
contractors, with a separate strategic board to
which the client is invited, can undermine the
partnering. There should be a single partnering
board which has sight of all the issues under
discussion between the parties.

The remit of the board has to be decided and
voting rights to be determined. Conflicts of
interest will also need to be addressed. 
Corporate Board representation by the relevant
parties, sometimes combined with a minority
shareholding, is a way of promoting a
partnering relationship. But we do not believe
that this is effective if it is the sole means of
promoting partnering. Board level
representation does not involve teams on the
ground working together and does not build
relationships that deal with the complexity of
day-to-day project management.

Relationship management
In addition to groups managing operations and
service delivery, partnering arrangements should
include a forum for discussing the partnering,
the service performance and the parties’
relationship. As mentioned above, such a forum
may also have a specific “integration” brief in the
early stages of the contract. 

The issues addressed in this forum should
include:

• any issues over performance, risk and the
relationship generally

• ideas for, and achievement on, improvement

• whether the partnering is delivering the
expected benefits over traditional contracting,
as set out in the business case

• review of performance indicators relating to
the service

• assessment of any performance indicators
relating to the partnering relationship, for
example instances of disputes, or cases of
agreement to share unforeseen risks

• resolution of disputes from the management
groups (see below).

The group should be attended by senior
management in the client and contractor(s) who
are removed from the day-to-day interface. 

If the partnership is charged with continuous
improvement and/or the identification of
business opportunities, it is necessary to
ensure that processes and channels for this
exist. All parties must commit to drive the
partnership forward as well as to deliver the
“steady state” outputs. 
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Figure 8: Alliance governance structure

Management level
A joint management, or steering, group is usually
assembled, with responsibility for day-to-day
management. Beneath this there are usually
teams for individual tasks. In private-private
sector partnering the teams are based on
customer outputs, rather than on processes
required in delivering them. In this way a series
of mini integrated project teams are set up, with
organisational barriers removed. The objective
on these is not to have “one-to-one marking”
with representatives of all the parties, but to staff
these groups with the individuals best for the
job. Communications between the groups is
actively managed and teams are encouraged to
identify problems and solutions at team level
rather than to escalate everything.

Co-location of the parties is a recommended
way to achieve integration on a day-to-day
basis. If the partnership is to achieve an 
identity of its own, then it may be best if it is
sited at a venue separate from the parties’ 
own home locations. 

Alliance management
Public-private alliances, as pioneered in
Australia, have arguably the most structured
management processes of any partnering, 
in order to ensure that the benefits are 
delivered and accountability maintained in an 
environment where the client and contractors 
are virtually merged into a single organisation.
An example of an alliancing management
structure is set out at Figure 8.

Alliance projects are characterised by the
selection of an integrated project team,
determined on a “best for project” basis,
whereby each project role is filled with the
person best qualified to fill that role. On this
basis, sponsor / owner personnel and alliance
participant (e.g. designer, constructor or other
parties) personnel are combined to form the
project team without any duplication of roles or
counter parting. 

The success of this approach relies on the
leadership and management structure embodied
in alliance projects which comprise two key
elements, the Alliance Leadership Team (or
Project Alliance Board) and the Alliance
Management Team.
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The Alliance Leadership Team is established so
that each participant in the alliance is
represented equally by senior executives from
each organisation forming the alliance. The role
of the Alliance Leadership Team is defined by
the members during the establishment of the
alliance and embedded in the Alliance
Agreement. Typically it is to: 

• create Alliance vision, principles and
objectives

• set policy and delegations

• appoint members of the Alliance Management
Team on best person for the job basis

• empower the Alliance Management Team to
perform the obligations under the Alliance
Agreement

• promote commitments, principles and
objectives throughout the alliance team

• agree and approve the target outturn cost and
key result area performance benchmarks

• resolve all issues within the alliance.

An Alliance Project Manager is responsible for
the day-to-day management of the project and
to lead the Alliance Management Team. The role
of the Alliance Management Team usually
comprises:

• deliver project objectives

• undertake day-to-day management

• provide leadership to the wider project team
(ie, including all sub-contractors)

• appoint members of the wider project team on
best person for the job basis

• try to resolve all issues.

The Alliance Auditor also has a continuing role in
overseeing aspects of the project. The auditor is
required to develop an audit plan that sets out
procedures designed to monitor and ensure
compliance with the terms and conditions of the
Alliance Agreement. These monitoring
procedures are undertaken periodically by the
auditor and findings reported to the Alliance
Project Manager. 

A distinguishing feature of alliance
management is the absence of a dispute
resolution process. This reflects the alliance’s
identity as a single organisation, and
necessitates the resolution of inter-party
dispute within that organisation or in Court.

In common with any other publicly procured
project, the alliance must be seen to be
accountable and to deliver value for money.
Allianced projects usually establish a separate
client ownership board, whose members are not
part of the alliance and do not sit on its
leadership or management teams. This
ownership board receives the reports of the
auditors and other experts and appoints the
alliance internal auditor to operate the pain and
gainshare mechanism. This board must take
ownership and management of the risks that the
project owner bears (as distinct from the
alliance’s shared risks) and of the project’s value
for money. Where there have been issues with
allianced projects they can often be attributed to
a lack of separate oversight by a totally distinct
body representing the client itself.

Conclusion
Management of a partnering arrangement is key
to its ultimate success. Management must be
reviewed at all levels. Top level commitment to
the partnering is essential, but will not deliver
benefits on its own. Intermediate management
and the working interfaces are equally important
to delivering the partnering objectives.
Structures and processes need to be put in
place but private sector experience shows that
cultural and behavioural change is equally critical
if new teams are to deliver partnering effectively. 
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To date, partnering in PPPs has
tended to focus on the “partnering
protocol”, which sets out behaviours
that make the management of a PPP
operate more effectively.

This is a vital component of any
transaction, and the approaches used to
date could be strengthened further by
drawing on management experience in
contracts and newly-merged businesses
in the private sector. But partnering offers
PPPs much more than simply a way of
doing existing business more easily.

Partnering gives PPPs the scope to
achieve greater private sector
involvement, and to bring it closer to the
core of public sector services, than ever
before. Because it enables the sectors
to work closely together, there is less
need for the private sector to undertake
a clearly-defined and discrete activity.
Working together enables the strengths
of both sectors to be combined – and
thereby redoubled.

Partnering entails the use of contracting
techniques, highly developed in the
private sector, for ensuring cost
transparency and joint risk
management. Using these more
effectively within PPPs will enable them
to move with greater confidence
towards undertaking less specifiable, or
more flexible, projects with private
sector partners, even where these have
not been selected solely on the basis of
a tender price competition for a fixed
output.

But partnering in the private sector is not
driven primarily by a need to deal with
uncertainty and flexibility. When, for
instance, major retailers partner with
contractors to create new outlets, there is
no uncertainty about what is required and
when. The reason that these clients use
partnering is because it delivers greater
efficiency and better performance, 
often at a lower cost. All this is achieved
through more effective joint working
with the contractors. 
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Recommendations: a new approach

� In addition to the behavioural changes that currently tend to
be the focus of partnering practice, PPP teams and advisers
should consider the economic benefits available through using
private sector partnering techniques. 

The partnering approach should be an active choice for project delivery, 
rather than one driven purely by a desire for good behaviour in an uncertain
environment. Partnering should be seen not merely as a way of dealing with
unforeseen costs and risk with a degree of openness, but as a means of working
together to deliver unforeseen improvements in cost and delivery of outputs.

� PPPs should draw on the full range of structures and
contractual precedents available for partnering.

Standard PFI contract structures may not be appropriate. Alternatives may involve
just two partners or the entire supply chain, be bilateral or multilateral agreements,
and may give more or less legal force to the partnering agreement. It may also be
preferable for the client to identify which contractors should be represented in the
partnership, rather than allowing the contractors to form what might turn out to be
an unbalanced consortium. While developing the legal structure is a necessary
step, it will not in itself engender partnering – the real bedrock of a partnered PPP
lies in the ability of the parties to work together, and the robustness of the
techniques used to fund, manage and audit this joint working.

� PPPs should change the way in which partners are selected. 

Too many project teams and advisers are still relying on well-trodden PFI
approaches where financial incentives alone are assumed to be sufficient to
achieve the outcomes desired. Whilst it must comply with law, the competition
process is often a barrier to early face-to-face involvement with bidders, and
means that the need for cultural and personal integration of the organisations
and teams are not taken into account.

� PPPs should not assume that highly geared project
financing is the only funding method capable of delivering a
value for money solution.

While this will most likely be the case in projects with a significant up-front
capital requirement, other sources will have to be considered where financing is
required for more risky projects or for future investment. These considerations
will affect the nature, and cost, of the deal that can be done.

� The public sector needs to change its view of partnering,
and particularly of incentive payments.

These should provide a fair reward for the contractor’s efforts, and should not be
regarded as money that belongs by rights to the public sector. Cost, risk and 
gain-sharing arrangements are necessary in partnering because these parameters
cannot be identified and assessed at the start of the project. Techniques from
private sector partnered deals need to be used in partnered PPPs for assessing,
documenting and, more importantly, managing cost and risk. However, full 
and effective implementation of gain and pain-sharing requires real and
proportionate incentives for contractors to improve performance and reduce cost.



Recommendations: a new approach

� PPPs need more robust ways of ensuring continuing 
value for money.

Open book provisions are a cornerstone of effective partnering. A full range of
benchmarking, competitive pricing and auditing techniques must be available to
PPPs adopting a partnering approach. These are already widely used in private
sector partnered and allianced deals, and PPPs need to be able to emulate them.

� Management of the partnering should be addressed
explicitly from the outset, and cannot be achieved through
mutual board membership alone.

Partnering and alliancing projects in the private sector use a combination 
of pre-established management structures and task-specific teams with 
“right-for-task” membership. But the attitudes of the parties and individuals to
joint working are as critical to success as management structures. PPPs now
need to draw more deeply on both the public and private sectors’ practical
experience of building joint teams in newly-merged organisations.
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Conclusion
We would like to see the public and private sectors doing more business together,
and doing it more effectively. We believe that partnering offers a way to do this. 
In this paper we have discussed why we think this to be the case, and have shown
that the practical obstacles – namely the use of different contracting techniques, 
the choice of partnering approach, the issue of value for money, and the need to
assess partners’ cultural and personal “fit” – can be overcome. We have also shown
how we have brought together a wide range of experience to help clients and
contractors on PPPs deliver a new approach. We summarise above our practical
recommendations and we look forward now to the public and private sectors
putting partnering into practice to create a new generation of high-performing PPPs.



Private:private partnering

The overriding principle is that the employer
and all the principal contractors act as though
they were in business together with the shared
aim of delivering the project objectives.

The client is involved in the partnership or, if
not directly, appoints an integrator to manage
the partnering on its behalf.

This is achieved through alignment of the
parties’ commercial objectives with those of
the project.

There is a multi-party legal agreement, which
may be binding, whereby all the parties
undertake to act collaboratively and to co-
operate in addressing problems, rather than
merely apportioning liability. This will not
normally replace underlying bilateral contracts
for works and services, but the intention will be
to use the former to regulate day-to-day
working. In a more formal relationship, the
partnering agreement may be enforceable, and
its relationship with any underlying bilateral
agreements needs careful legal review.

Fully transparent information flows are
mandated throughout the supply chain and up
to the client. There is usually provision for audit
of these open books.

Risks are managed collectively by the parties
and when they crystallise, there is, depending
on the risk, a sharing of the consequences.
This replaces strict apportionment to individual
parties.

Incentivisation exists to perform beyond target.
Bonuses are paid for doing better on cost,
time and performance than the original plan.
Failure to meet the plan results in a sharing of
the pain. 
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Appendix A
Summary of the main features of private:private sector
partnering and alliancing

Alliancing

As for partnering.

The client has to drive the alliance if it is to
achieve its aims.

As for partnering.

The multi-party agreement governs the
relationship between the parties and is
enforceable.

Bilateral agreements have a very limited, 
or no, role.

The information is the joint property of the
alliance. An alliance auditor is appointed,
responsible to the alliance itself, to ensure that
all information is valid and properly prepared.

As for partnering, except that the sharing of
risks is likely to be done on an aggregate
basis, up to pre-agreed limits, and thereafter
borne by the client, providing a floor to the
contractor’s downside risk. 

As for partnering, except that the over-
performance is measured in aggregate and the
bonuses allocated according to overall
partnership shares, rather than to individual
contractors’ specific incentivisation schemes.

The typical terms and arrangements in a private:private sector partnering
agreement and a full alliance agreement are shown in the following table.



Private:private partnering

Continuous improvement is frequently
mandated: contractors must work together
and produce ideas for delivering a project that
exceeds the original objectives.

Integrated Project Teams are often used to
deliver individual tasks, comprising the most
relevant experts for the job, rather than
representatives of each organisation.

There is usually an overall project steering
group comprising representatives of all the
partners, and there is normally also a similar
management group dealing with more day-to-
day issues.

Where a client procures a number of similar,
repeat projects, continuous improvement can
be applied between projects, delivering
significant savings and improvements.
Examples include the use of partnerships by
major retail chains to deliver new
supermarkets, restaurants and fuel stations.

Tendering time and cost is reduced because
contractors are not being asked to quote firm
prices to incorporate large amounts of risk. But
this saving can be offset by the cost of
developing a robust cost for the project after
the partnership has been entered into, in
testing this against benchmarking data and in
audit of the project’s open book accounts.
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Alliancing

Continuous improvement is central to the
rationale of the alliance and work is structured
so as to drive it.

Project teams are picked only on the basis of
“best-for-task”.

As for partnering, except that these joint
working groups are the only forms of
management. 

Repeat projects with the alliance usually
deliver greater levels of savings with each
successive experience.

Tendering time can be very short because all
the pricing work is done post-contract by the
alliance and involving alliance audit.



Office of Government Commerce

Effective Partnering (2003)
Best Practice Guidance: Managing partnering relationships 
Best Practice Guidance: Forming partnering relationships with the private sector in an
uncertain world (2002)
Best Practice Guidance: Value for Money Evaluation in Complex Procurements (2002)
Central Unit of Procurement Guide number 57: Strategic Partnering in Government (1997)
Construction Procurement Guide number 4: Teamworking, partnering and incentives (1999)

National Audit Office (“NAO”)

Managing the relationship to secure a successful partnership in PFI projects (2001)
Planning for Joint Ventures (page 7 of the NAO report The Public Private Partnership for
National Air Traffic Services Ltd)  

HM Treasury

Standardisation of PFI Contracts Version 3 (2004)

Office of the Deputy Prime Minister – Strategic Partnering Taskforce

Rethinking Service Delivery series:
Volume 1 – An introduction to Strategic Service Partnering and the Decision-maker’s Guide
Volume 2 – From Vision to Outline Business Case
Volume 3 – Public - Public Partnerships
Volume 4 – Outline Business Case to Contract Signing
Volume 5 – Making a Partnership a Success

Technical Notes:
Structures for Partnerships
Employees and Partnerships
Risk Management
Payment Mechanisms

Final Report (2004)

Partnerships UK

A Guidance Note for Public Sector Bodies forming Joint Venture Companies with the
Private Sector

Strategic Forum for Construction

Accelerating Change (2002)
Integration Toolkit

Construction Industry Council

A Guide to Project Team Partnering (second edition 2002)

Appendix B
Selected published guidance on Partnering and PPPs
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Contacts
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PPP Advice

Charles Lloyd
+44 20 7804 5130
charles.lloyd@uk.pwc.com

Martin Callaghan
+44 20 7213 4855
martin.j.callaghan@uk.pwc.com

Paul Brewer
+44 131 260 4263 
paul.k.brewer@uk.pwc.com

Libby Johnson
+44 207 213 5298
libby.g.johnson@uk.pwc.com

David Padwick
+44 20 7804 3289
david.padwick@uk.pwc.com

Sarah-Jane Eglen
+44 20 7212 3124
sarah-jane.eglen@uk.pwc.com

Michael Kitts
+44 1509 604025 
michael.kitts@uk.pwc.com

Local Authority Strategic Service Partnerships

Anthony Morgan
+44 207 213 4178
anthony.j.morgan@uk.pwc.com

Contracting & Issue Resolution

Caroline Johnstone
+44 113 289 4263
caroline.a.johnstone@uk.pwc.com

Marcus Black
+44 113 289 4264
marcus.w.black@uk.pwc.com

Management Integration

PricewaterhouseCoopers Partnering Advisory Services
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PricewaterhouseCoopers 
Advisory Services in 
Government and Infrastructure, 
(www.pwc.com/igu) provides 
the world’s leading financial,
procurement, tax and
accounting services to both the
public and private sectors on
PPP projects. Our specialist 
team of over 460 professionals 
in 53 countries have acted as
lead financial advisers on 220
completed projects, across 
the range of industry sectors,
with a total value in excess of
US$40 billion. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers
(www.pwc.com) provides 
industry-focused assurance, 
tax and advisory services for
public and private clients. 
More than 120,000 people in 
139 countries connect their
thinking, experience and
solutions to build public trust
and enhance value for clients
and their stakeholders.
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